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Purely numerical methods based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) are becom-
ing increasingly popular in seismic modeling for the propagation of acoustic and
elastic waves in geophysical models. These methods offer a better control on the ac-
curacy and more geometrical flexibility than the Finite Difference methods that have
been traditionally used for the generation of synthetic seismograms. However, the
success of these methods has outpaced their analytic validation. The accuracy of the
FEMs used for seismic wave propagation is unknown in most cases and therefore
the simulation parameters in numerical experiments are determined by empirical
rules. I focus on two methods that are particularly suited for seismic modeling: the
Spectral Element Method (SEM) and the Interior-Penalty Discontinuous Galerkin
Method (IP-DGM).
The goals of this research are to investigate the grid dispersion and stability
of SEM and IP-DGM, to implement these methods and to apply them to subsurface
models to obtain synthetic seismograms. In order to analyze the grid dispersion
and stability, I use the von Neumann method (plane wave analysis) to obtain a
generalized eigenvalue problem. I show that the eigenvalues are related to the grid
dispersion and that, with certain assumptions, the size of the eigenvalue problem
vi
can be reduced from the total number of degrees of freedom to one proportional to
the number of degrees of freedom inside one element.
The grid dispersion results indicate that SEM of degree greater than 4 is
isotropic and has a very low dispersion. Similar dispersion properties are observed
for the symmetric formulation of IP-DGM of degree greater than 4 using nodal basis
functions. The low dispersion of these methods allows for a sampling ratio of 4 nodes
per wavelength to be used. On the other hand, the stability analysis shows that,
in the elastic case, the size of the time step required in IP-DGM is approximately
6 times smaller than that of SEM. The results from the analysis are confirmed by
numerical experiments performed using an implementation of these methods. The
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During the last four decades there has been intensive research in numerical
seismology focused on the development of methods to approximate the propagation
of acoustic and elastic waves in the Earth. This has been motivated by the fact
that exact analytic solutions do not exist for subsurface models of interest in ex-
ploration and global seismology. The advantage of the numerical methods is that
they are based on the acoustic or elastic wave equations for heterogeneous media
and therefore they can simulate direct waves, primary and multiply reflected and
transmitted waves, surface and head waves, converted waves, diffracted waves and
critically refracted waves, whenever these are present in the physical model.
The complexity and scale of the geophysical models in exploration and global
seismology make the wave propagation problem mathematically and computation-
ally challenging. To undertake this problem effectively a cross-disciplinary approach
is required involving geophysics, applied mathematics and large-scale computing.
In the recent past the Finite Element Methods (FEM) have attracted the
interest of researchers in the field of numerical wave propagation, in particular the
Spectral Element (SEM) and Discontinuous Galerkin Methods (DGM). Some advan-
tages of FEM are the flexibility with which it can accommodate surface topography,
discontinuities in the subsurface model and boundary conditions, and the ability to
approximate the wave field with polynomials of arbitrarily high order. DGM has the
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further advantages that it can accommodate discontinuities, not only in the media
parameters, but also in the wave field (pressure, displacement, velocity or stress,
depending on the formulation), it can be energy conservative, it can handle more
general meshes, and it is suitable for local time stepping and parallel implementa-
tions.
The main analysis tools that determine the applicability of a numerical
method to the wave propagation problem are the stability and grid dispersion cri-
teria. The stability criterion determines the largest time step for the time-marching
scheme such that the numerical solution remains bounded. On the other hand,
the grid dispersion criterion determines the largest sampling ratio for the spatial
discretization such that the numerical solution has an acceptable accuracy.
Although FEM has been applied to the wave propagation problem since the
late 60’s and early 70’s (Chopra et al., 1969; Lysmer & Drake, 1972; Smith, 1975),
the grid dispersion and stability analysis was not available until the early 80’s, and
only for the first order FEM schemes (Mullen & Belytschko, 1982; Marfurt, 1984).
The grid dispersion analysis was extended to higher-order elements for the acoustic
case using SEM in Cohen (2002). Similarly, the grid dispersion properties of DGM
have only been analyzed for the acoustic wave equation (Ainsworth et al., 2006).
Thus the applicability of these methods for elastic wave propagation is unclear.
The goal of this dissertation is to implement SEM and the Interior Penalty
DGM (IP-DGM) for acoustic and elastic wave propagation and investigate their
grid dispersion and stability, paying particular attention to the high-order elastic




1. Implement SEM and IP-DGM for acoustic and elastic wave propagation,
2. Analyze the grid dispersion and stability of SEM and IP-DGM, and
3. Systematically compare their efficiency and accuracy.
1.3 Literature Review
Two of the most common numerical methods to simulate the wave equation
in the Earth are the Finite Differences Method (FDM) and FEM. Various schemes
based on FDM and FEM are reported in geophysical literature. Examples of FDM
are the standard-grid acoustic (Alterman & Karal, 1968; Alford et al., 1974) and elas-
tic formulations (Kelly et al., 1976), and the staggered-grid formulation (Madariaga,
1976; Virieux, 1984, 1986; Levander, 1988). Examples of FEM include the Finite
Volume Method (Dormy & Tarantola, 1995; Dumbser et al., 2007a), the Mixed FEM
(Cohen & Fauqueux, 2000, 2005; Jenkins et al., 2002; Bécache et al., 2000, 2002), the
classical FEM (Lysmer & Drake, 1972), SEM (Seriani & Priolo, 1994; Komatitsch
& Vilotte, 1998), and DGM (Rivière & Wheeler, 2001; Grote et al., 2006; Chung &
Engquist, 2006; Käser & Dumbser, 2006).
In this section I will summarize the development of the classical FEM, SEM
and DGM as applied to seismic wave propagation with an emphasis on the stability
and grid dispersion results.
1.3.1 Finite Element Method
The research on the applicability of FEM to seismology has been constantly
progressing since the late 60’s and early 70’s (Chopra et al., 1969; Lysmer & Drake,
1972). Lysmer & Drake (1972), in their seminal paper, stressed out the advantages
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of FEM as applied to the wave propagation problem, the main ones being the gener-
ality of the formulation, the flexibility with which media parameters and boundary
conditions are handled, and the solid theory on which it is based. The early work on
FEM for wave propagation considered only first order elements (Chopra et al., 1969;
Lysmer & Drake, 1972; Smith, 1975; Mullen & Belytschko, 1982; Marfurt, 1984).
The popularity of the method declined with respect to the FDM due to accuracy
and efficiency limitations. One of the disadvantages of FEM that limited the appli-
cability to seismology is that the proposed methods were implicit, which means that
a linear system needed to be solved, and therefore were significantly slower than
the competing FDM. The other disadvantage was that the accuracy was not better
than that of FDM due to pollution by grid dispersion (Marfurt, 1984; De Basabe &
Sen, 2007).
The grid dispersion of the classical FEM has been studied in Mullen &
Belytschko (1982) and Marfurt (1984). Mullen & Belytschko (1982) considered the
acoustic wave equation and compared the grid dispersion of elements of different
shapes and of different types of mass lumping. They concluded that the quadrilateral
elements represented the best choice for wave propagation and that the use of all
the types of mass lumping that they considered had a detrimental effect in the
accuracy. On the other hand, Marfurt (1984) considered acoustic and elastic wave
propagation using quadrilateral elements. He inspected the grid dispersion due to
the discretization in the space and time variables. He compared the grid dispersion
of FEM to that of FDM and concluded that in either case a sampling ratio of 10
grid points per wave length should be used to get an acceptable accuracy and that
neither method is suitable for media with a high Poisson’s ratio.
Despite the disadvantages of the classical FEM, the generality and flexibility
of the method make it still attractive for the wave propagation problem. The method
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has been successfully applied to earthquake seismology by Bao et al. (1998) to
simulate the seismic response of a subsurface model and estimate the risk for urban
regions. To improve the efficiency, they used a mass lumping technique to render
the method explicit. They controlled the loss of accuracy due to grid dispersion by
increasing the sampling ratio.
1.3.2 Spectral Element Method
SEM, originally developed for fluid dynamics (Patera, 1984), has been suc-
cessfully applied to the wave equation, addressing the efficiency issues and providing
better accuracy than the FDM and more geometrical flexibility. This method was
first implemented for the acoustic wave equation in the mid 90’s by Seriani & Priolo
(1994) using the Gauss-Lobatto-Chebyshev (GLC) nodes, and by Tordjman et al.
(1994) and Tordjman (1995) using the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) nodes. The
method was introduced to elastic wave propagation in the late 90’s by Komatitsch &
Vilotte (1998), and it quickly gained tremendous credibility within the seismological
community (Komatitsch & Tromp, 1999, 2002a,b; Priolo, 2001; Komatitsch et al.,
2005; Chaljub et al., 2007). It has been applied to problems in regional and global
seismology obtaining results remarkably close to the empirical data (Komatitsch
et al., 2002, 2004).
The main characteristics of SEM is that it uses high-order basis functions,
with the advantage that a lower sampling ratio can be used, typically between 4 and
5 nodes per wave length. The mass matrix can be diagonalized by using the GLL
nodes for the distribution of the nodes inside the elements and the GLL quadrature
rules for the approximation of it’s entries, thus avoiding the added cost of using high-
order basis functions. The use of the GLL nodes and quadrature rules is tantamount
to mass lumping, with the advantage that it preserves the accuracy.
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The success of SEM in seismic modeling has outpaced it’s analytic validation.
The accuracy of SEM in 2D using the GLC nodes was empirically investigated by
Seriani & Priolo (1994) for the acoustic scheme. They concluded that an average of
4.5 nodes per wave length with an eighth-order method eliminates grid dispersion.
Although this showed promising results, the use of the GLC nodes does not lead to
mass lumping. The accuracy of the 1D acoustic SEM scheme using the GLL, GLC
or equispaced nodes was examined by Mulder (1999). He used a Fourier transform
in the spatial variable to analyze the grid-dispersion error of the high-order methods
and concluded that the error introduced by the spurious, or non-physical, modes
can be neglected and that SEM using GLL nodes and quadrature rules was more
accurate than using the GLC or equispaced nodes. On the other hand, Cohen (2002)
analyzed the grid dispersion of the 1D, 2D and 3D acoustic SEM schemes using GLL
nodes and quadrature rules. He used an eigenvalue formulation and Taylor series
to get the asymptotic behavior of the grid dispersion. In his results, he showed
dispersion curves for the 1D case using second- or third-order methods and various
time-stepping schemes. See also the preliminary results in Tordjman et al. (1994),
Tordjman (1995) and Fauqueux (2003). Finally, Ainsworth (2004a) studied the grid
dispersion of arbitrary high-order elements in the acoustic case and obtained closed-
form dispersion relations using Padé approximants. He considered the 1D case and
outlined the extension to higher dimensions. As for the elastic SEM, there seems to
be no grid dispersion or stability analyses available in the literature. This has led
the geophysicists to set the order of the elements and the grid spacing according to
the results available for the acoustic case (Komatitsch et al., 2005; Chaljub et al.,
2007).
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1.3.3 Discontinuous Galerkin Method
DGM was originally proposed in Reed & Hill (1973) to solve the hyperbolic
neutron transport equation. The general framework for solving hyperbolic differen-
tial equations, using a first order conservative form, with DGM was developed by
Cockburn and his collaborators in Cockburn & Shu (1989); Cockburn et al. (1989,
1990); and Cockburn & Shu (1998). In these papers, they proposed discretizing the
differential equation in space using a flux formulation and a Runge-Kutta scheme to
advance the system in time, thus the name Runge-Kutta DG (RKDG). The order
of the Runge-Kutta scheme should be the same as the order of the DG scheme to
obtain formally the same accuracy in space and in time.
In seismic wave propagation it is usually desirable to use basis functions of
polynomial order between 4 and 10 (Komatitsch et al., 2005; Chaljub et al., 2007).
As the order of the approximation in space gets higher, it can be cumbersome to use a
high-order Runge-Kutta scheme to obtain the same accuracy for the approximation
in time.
Instead of using a Runge-Kutta scheme for time stepping, the ADER method
has been recently proposed (Dumbser & Munz, 2006; Käser & Dumbser, 2006;
Dumbser & Käser, 2006; Käser et al., 2007a,b; de la Puente et al., 2007; Dumb-
ser et al., 2007a,b). The goal of the ADER approach is to obtain the same accuracy
for the space and time discretizations. This approach is based on a Taylor expan-
sion in time of the wave field and a substitution of the time derivatives by space
derivatives in the Taylor expansion using the Cauchy-Kovalewski procedure.
Other DGMs that have been examined for the wave propagation problem are
the Non-symmetric Interior Penalty Galerkin (NIPG), the Symmetric Interior Pe-
nalty Galerkin (SIPG) and the Optimal DG. The convergence of the NIPG method
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was analyzed in Rivière & Wheeler (2001). They considered the second order acous-
tic and elastic wave equations, and determined based on a priori error estimates
that the convergence is optimal with respect to the element size in the energy norm
and suboptimal in the L2 norm. The SIPG method was studied by Grote et al.
(2006), but they considered only the acoustic wave equation; they demonstrated
optimal convergence with respect to the element size in the Energy and L2 norms.
Finally, the Optimal-DG method was developed and analyzed by Chung & Engquist
(2006). This method is applicable to the acoustic wave equation in the first-order
conservative form. The emphasis of this method was to obtain all of the following
desirable characteristics: explicit time marching, energy conservative, and optimal
higher-order accuracy.
The grid dispersion of DGM for wave propagation has been analyzed in Hu
et al. (1999), Stanescu et al. (2000), Ainsworth (2004b) and Ainsworth et al. (2006).
In Hu et al. (1999), the dispersion and dissipation errors of the discretization of the
scalar advection equation and the acoustic wave equation are considered using the
flux formulation DGM, Legendre basis functions, and triangular and quadrilateral
elements. Stanescu et al. (2000) considered the flux formulation DGM applied to the
scalar advection equation and linearized Euler equation in one spatial dimension.
They did not use plane wave analysis and considered the dispersion due to the
boundary conditions. Their formulation depends on a particular discretization of
the domain. Ainsworth (2004b) studied the linearized advection equation in multiple
space dimensions using a flux formulation DGM and tensor product basis functions.
Finally, Ainsworth et al. (2006) considered the acoustic wave equation and IP-DGM
as well as the flux formulation. Their grid dispersion results include up to third
degree polynomial basis functions and conjecture on the extension to higher degree.
It should be noted that there are no results available for the grid dispersion
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properties of any of the DGMs that are applicable to the elastic wave propagation.
Furthermore, it cannot be assumed that the results available for the acoustic case
can be applied to the elastic case.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this work can be summarized in two categories:
1. I have rigorously studied the applicability of the high-order SEM and IP-DGM
to acoustic and elastic wave propagation. I have considered the accuracy
in terms of grid dispersion and the stability, and obtained results that are
readily useful to determine the parameters for numerical experiments. To the
knowledge of the author, this is the first analysis of these methods for the
elastic and the high-order acoustic cases.
2. I have developed a C++ code for seismic wave propagation that is useful, not
only to test the methods and confirm the conclusions from the analysis, but
also to perform numerical experiments using realistic geophysical models. In
this code, I have included SEM, IP-DGM and Staggered Grid FDM, and many
types of time-stepping methods. What makes this code different from others
is the integration of all these methods for the discretization of the acoustic
and elastic wave equations in space and in time. This code is particularly
suited to evaluate and compare, not only the different methods, but also the
different versions and basis functions of IP-DGM. The output of this program
includes all the results considered useful in seismic modeling, including the
snapshots, seismograms and shot gathers. The model, methods and output
are fully configurable through an input file.
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1.5 Dissertation Outline
After this introduction, the remainder of this dissertation is organized as
follows. Chapter 2 describes the strong and weak formulations of the acoustic and
elastic wave equations and introduces the numerical methods to discretize them in
space and time. The 3rd chapter contains the grid dispersion and stability analyses
of the methods. Chapter 4 focuses on the numerical experiments and shows the
results for benchmark tests and realistic models. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes the
conclusions and discusses possible directions for further research.
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Chapter 2
Discretizations of the Wave Equation
This chapter introduces the basic equations used in seismic modeling, the
numerical methods and the notation that will be used in the following chapters. It
starts by presenting the strong form of the equations, and then proceeds to show the
weak formulations used in FEM and IP-DGM. Finally, it describes the time-stepping
strategies.
2.1 Formulations of the Wave Equation
There exist various forms of the wave equation useful in seismic modeling.
Examples of these are the acoustic and elastic wave equations. The acoustic wave
equation models compressional waves propagating through the domain, it is also
known as the pressure formulation or as the scalar wave equation because the de-
pendent variable is the pressure, a scalar field. The elastic wave equation models
the propagation of compressional and shear waves, it is a more accurate approxi-
mation to the propagation of waves in the Earth but it is typically more difficult
to solve and computationally more expensive because it needs to be solved for the
displacement, a vector field. Different versions of the elastic wave equation exist for
isotropic, anisotropic, homogeneous or heterogeneous media.
The wave propagation phenomena is modeled by the equation of motion,
which is given by (using Einstein’s summation convention)
ρ∂ttui = ∂jσij + ∂jmij + fi in Ω× (0, T ] i, j = 1, . . . , d, (2.1.1)
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where d is the number of physical dimensions (2 or 3), Ω ⊂ Rd is the physical
domain, (0, T ] is the time domain, ui is the displacement vector, σij is the stress
tensor, and the source is described by the moment tensor mij and the force vector
fi. The shorthand notation ∂luk = ∂uk/∂xl is used in the above equation. The
stress tensor can be written as a function of the displacement using the generalized
Hooke’s Law, also known as the stress–strain relation. In an elastic medium, the
stress is linearly related to the displacement as follows:
σij(u) = Cijklεkl(u), (2.1.2)
where Cijkl is the elastic fourth order tensor with symmetries Cijkl = Cklij = Cjikl,




(∂luk + ∂kul) . (2.1.3)
In an isotropic medium, the stress tensor is given by
σij(u) = λ∂kukδij + µ(∂iuj + ∂jui), (2.1.4)
where λ and µ are the Lamé parameters and are assumed to be varying in space in
an heterogeneous medium, and δij is Kronecker’s delta.
In an acoustic medium µ = 0, thus Hooke’s law is simplified to
σij = λ∂kukδij = δijp, (2.1.5)
where p is the pressure. Substituting in the equation of motion and dividing by the
density yields
∂ttui = ρ−1 (∂ip+ ∂jmij + fi) . (2.1.6)
Finally, the acoustic wave equation is obtained by taking the divergence on both
sides of the equation. Prescribing suitable boundary and initial conditions, the
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acoustic wave equation is given by
λ−1∂ttp− ∂iρ−1∂ip = f̃ in Ω
p = 0 on ΓD
ρ−1∂ip ni = 0 on ΓN
p = ∂tp = 0 for t = 0
(2.1.7)
where f̃ = ∂iρ−1 (∂jmij + fi), ΓD ∪ ΓN = ∂Ω, ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅, ∂Ω is the boundary of
Ω, and ni, i = 1, . . . , d, is a unit vector outward normal to ∂Ω.
The elastic wave equation in an isotropic heterogeneous medium is obtained
by substituting Hooke’s law in the equation of motion, and is given by
ρ∂ttui − ∂iλ∂juj − ∂jµ(∂jui + ∂iuj) = ∂jmij + fi in Ω
ui = 0 on ΓD
λ∂kukni + µ(∂iuj + ∂jui)nj = 0 on ΓN
ui = ∂tui = 0 for t = 0.
(2.1.8)
2.2 Finite Element Method
This section describes the discretization in space of the acoustic and elastic
wave equations using FEM. The first step in a finite element approximation is to
derive the weak, or variational, formulations of eqs. (2.1.7) and (2.1.8). The weak
formulation is then discretized by introducing an approximation for the pressure or
displacement in a finite-dimensional subspace to obtain a linear system of ordinary
differential equations. In the following, d = 2 will be assumed for succinctness.
2.2.1 Acoustic Formulation
The weak formulation of the acoustic wave equation is given by the following











∇p · ∇v dx dz =
∫
Ω
f̃v dx dz. (2.2.1)
The equivalence of eq. (2.1.7) with the above statement is given by the following
proposition.
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Proposition 2.2.1. (i) If p is a solution to eq. (2.1.7), then it is also a solution
to eq. (2.2.1); (ii) If p is a solution to eq. (2.2.1) and p ∈ H2(Ω), then it is also a
solution to eq. (2.1.7).
Proof. (i) The equivalence is readily obtained by observing that multiplying eq.
(2.1.7) by an arbitrary function in XC and applying the divergence theorem yields
eq. (2.2.1).
(ii) Let p̂ ∈ H2(Ω) be a solution to eq. (2.2.1). Substituting in eq. (2.2.1)
















∇p̂ · n ds ∀ v ∈ XC . (2.2.2)
Taking v ∈ H10 (Ω) immediately yields eq. (2.1.7), and using the fact that the left-
hand side is identically zero yields the homogeneous Newmann boundary condition.
Using eq. (2.2.1), the original PDE can be written as a system of ODEs by in-
troducing a finite dimensional subspace XCh ⊂ XC , with basis {φi}ni=1. Substituting
in eq. (2.2.1) for p the approximation ph given by the linear combination
ph(x, z, t) = Pj(t)φj(x, z) , (2.2.3)
where Pj are the coefficients of the FEM approximation ph, and substituting for v
each of the basis functions, yields


















fφi dx dz. (2.2.7)
Usually in the FEM literature M = (Mij) is called the mass matrix and K = (Kij)
is called the stiffness matrix. I will use these names because they are standard in
FEM terminology although they can be misleading in the wave propagation context
since the matrices are not necessarily related to mass or stiffness. The ODE system
(2.2.4) is called the continuous in time or semidiscrete form of eq. (2.2.1) because it
has been discretized in space through the substitution of the basis functions but the
time derivative remains. The convergence of the method in the semidiscrete case is
given by the following theorem (Dupont, 1973, Theorem 1).
Theorem 2.2.2. Let p be the solution to eq. (2.2.1) and suppose that p, ∂tp ∈
L∞(Hm(Ω)) and ∂ttp ∈ L2(Hm(Ω)). Then there exists a constant C such that
‖∂t(ph − p)‖L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) + ‖ph − p‖L∞(0,T ;L2(Ω)) ≤ Chm. (2.2.8)
Altough The proof of the above theorem is beyond the scope of this work, it
should be noted that it uses Grönwall’s lemma and therefore the constant C can be
large for long propagation times. The corresponding theorem for the discretization
in time can be found in Dupont (1973).
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2.2.2 Elastic Formulation
The weak form of the elastic wave equation is given by the following state-
ment: Find u ∈ XC = {ϕ | ϕ ∈ H 1(Ω), ϕ = 0 on ΓD} such that for all v ∈ XC∫
Ω
(






ρu · v dx dz =
∫
Ω
f · v dx dz, (2.2.9)
where the double dot product is defined as A : B = AijBij for A = (Aij) and
B = (Bij). The equivalence of the above statement with eq. (2.1.8) is given without
proof in the following proposition. The proof follows the same steps as that of
Proposition 2.2.1.
Proposition 2.2.3. (i) If u is a solution to eq. (2.1.8), then it is also a solution
to eq. (2.2.9); (ii) If u is a solution to eq. (2.2.9) and u ∈ H 2(Ω), then it is also a
solution to eq. (2.1.8).
We can now use the weak formulation of the elastic wave equation to obtain
a system of ODEs by introducing the finite dimensional subspace XCh = X
C
h ×XCh ⊂
XC . Substituting for u the approximation uh ∈ XCh given by the linear combination
uh(x, z, t) =
(





where Uxj and U
z
j are the coefficients of the FEM approximations to the horizontal
and vertical displacement respectively, and substituting v = (φi, 0)T yields the































































fzφi dx dz, (2.2.19)
where fx and fz are the x and z components of f . In these equations, the shorthand
notation φi,x = ∂φi/∂x and φi,z = ∂φi/∂z is used.
2.2.3 Basis Functions
Basis functions, also known as shape functions, play an important role in
FEM. A careful selection of them can lead to an accurate and efficient numerical
scheme. In this section I will describe some important characteristics of the basis
functions used in FEM without trying to be exhaustive. A detailed description
of them can be found in Karniadakis & Sherwin (1999), where nodal and modal
basis functions are defined. A concise description of modal basis is that they are of
increasing polynomial degree and that they are hierarchical; that is, the modal basis
of degree κ+ 1 are the basis of degree κ plus a polynomial of degree κ+ 1. On the
other hand, nodal basis are of uniform degree and are given by interpolating over a
set of nodes inside a given interval, as described below. Here I will consider nodal
basis functions only because they are amenable to mass lumping and are the most
popular in seismic modeling.
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The basis functions in FEM are continuous piecewise polynomial functions
with local support. For a basis of degree κ, a grid in one element is defined by setting
κ + 1 nodes in each side of the element, therefore the element will have a total of
(κ + 1)2 nodes. In a classical FEM, the nodes are uniformly distributed in each
side of the elements as shown in Fig. 2.1a. However, they can also be distributed
non-uniformly. For example, the nodes can be the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL)
nodes as shown in Fig. 2.1b (Cohen, 2002).
I will first consider the basis functions in a unitary square element with
corners at (0,0), (0,1), (1,0) and (1,1) (see Fig. 2.1). Let {ξi}κi=0 be the nodes in either
side of the element (note that ξ0 = 0 and ξκ = 1) and let {ϕj}κj=0 be the Lagrange
polynomials of degree κ that interpolate these nodes satisfying ϕj(ξi) = δij , where
δij is Kronecker’s delta defined to be 1 for i = j and zero otherwise. Using these
polynomials, the basis functions in the unit square element are given by
φeq(x, z) = ϕi(x)ϕj(z), i, j = 0, 1, . . . , κ. (2.2.20)
where I have numbered the basis functions with q = (κ + 1)j + i instead of the
equivalent of using two indices, this notation is useful to reduce the number of
indices, for example, in eqs. (2.2.4), (2.2.11) and (2.2.12). Note that the range of
the index is q = 0, 1, . . . , (κ+ 1)2 − 1, and that by construction φe(κ+1)j+i(xm, zn) =
ϕi(xm)ϕj(zn) = δimδjn. When the basis functions are constructed this way they are
usually called tensor-product Lagrange basis functions.
Basis functions defined on the entire domain can be constructed using the
ones defined in eq. (2.2.20). First note that a basis function can be defined on a
node of any element by translating, stretching and scaling eq. (2.2.20). Using these,
a global basis function can be built for each node in the domain by fixing them to be
zero in all the elements except on those that include the node and putting together























(ξ0, ξ0) (ξ0, ξ3)
(ξ3, ξ3)
(b)
Figure 2.1: An example of a third order element in a finite element mesh using (a)
equispaced nodes and (b) the GLL nodes. Filled circles represent distinct degrees
of freedom, see section 3.1.
2.3 Interior-Penalty Discontinuous Galerkin Method
This section introduces the weak formulations of the acoustic and elastic
wave equations used in IP-DGM. There are three important differences between the
weak formulations used in FEM and IP-DGM. In IP-DGM the basis functions are
allowed to be discontinuous at the element boundaries, the integrals are performed
element wise, and the continuity of the wave field across the elements is weakly
imposed using penalties.
In the following, Ωh denotes a finite element partition of the domain, and Γh
the set of all the faces between the elements in Ωh. Also, {·} denotes the average of
the function at γ ∈ Γh and [·] the function jump. This is the standard notation in
the DGM literature (Wheeler, 1978), and it is defined as follows: Let γ be the edge
between the elements E1 and E2, then the jump and average of a scalar function u
on γ are given by
{u} = 1
2
(u|E1 + u|E2) and [u] = u|E1 − u|E2 , (2.3.1)
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and for a vector function u ,
{u} = 1
2
(u |E1 + u |E2) and [u ] = u |E1 − u |E2 . (2.3.2)
2.3.1 Acoustic Formulation
The interior-penalty weak formulation of the acoustic wave equation is given























ρ−1∇p · ∇v dx dz, (2.3.5)
Jγ(p, v;S,R) = −
∫
γ
{ρ−1∇p · nγ}[v] dγ + S
∫
γ














The parameter R in eq. (2.3.6) is the penalty, and S is a parameter that takes
the values 0, 1 or -1 depending on the particular formulation of IP-DGM: S = 0 for
IIPG (Dawson et al., 2004), S = −1 for SIPG (Darlow, 1980; Grote et al., 2006)
and S = 1 for NIPG (Rivière et al., 1999, 2001).
Proposition 2.3.1. (i) If p is a solution to eq. (2.1.7), then it is also a solution
to eq. (2.3.3); (ii) If p is a solution to eq. (2.3.3) and p ∈ H2(Ω), then it is also a
solution to eq. (2.1.7).
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Proof. (i) Multiplying eq. (2.1.7) by a test function, integrating over an arbitrary




pv dx dz +
∫
E
ρ−1∇p · ∇v dx dz −
∫
∂E




Eq. (2.3.3) is obtained upon addition through all the elements and noting that the
second and third terms of Jγ vanish whenever p is continuous.
(ii) The opposite equivalence is readily obtained by reversing the steps of
part (i) and recalling that H2(Ω) is embedded in C0(Ω) by the Sobolev embedding
theorem.
To solve for the pressure in eq. (2.3.3), a subspace XDh ⊂ XD is introduced
by defining a finite number of basis functions {φEi }mi=1 in element E for all E ∈ Ωh.
The basis functions φEi will be discussed at the end of this section. The following
chapters will take advantage of these basis functions being defined element wise, but
for the purposes of this chapter, a global enumeration of the basis functions will be
introduce here ϕj = φei , where j = i + em, e = 0, . . . , Ne − 1, and Ne is the total
number of elements in Ωh. With this numbering of the basis functions, a linear















(f̃ , ϕi)E . (2.3.11)
The following theorems regarding the convergence of the method are given
for completeness. Their proofs are beyond the scope of this dissertation and can be
found elsewhere.
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Theorem 2.3.2. (NIPG convergence, Rivière & Wheeler, 2001, Theorems 3.2 and





















(f̃ , v)E (2.3.12)
for all v ∈ XDh , with R ≥ R0 > 0, and suppose that p, ∂tp ∈ L∞(Hm(Ω)) and
∂ttp ∈ L2(Hm(Ω)). Then there exist constants C1 and C2 independent of h and κ
such that









where κ ≥ 1 and µ = min(κ+ 1,m).
Theorem 2.3.3. (SIPG convergence, Grote et al., 2006, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2)















for all v ∈ XDh , with R ≥ R0 > 0, and suppose that p, ∂tp ∈ L∞(Hm(Ω)) and
∂ttp ∈ L2(Hm(Ω)). Then there exist constants C1 and C2 independent of h and κ
such that
‖∂t(ph − p)‖L∞(0,T ;L2)‖ph − p‖L∞(0,T ;XD) ≤ C1hµ−1 (2.3.16)
and
‖ph − p‖L∞(0,T ;L2) ≤ C2hµ (2.3.17)
where κ ≥ 1 and µ = min(κ+ 1,m).
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Note that Theorem 2.3.2 deals with the convergence of a slightly different
problem than the one formulated at the beginning of this section because there is one
extra term penalizing the first time derivative of the pressure. It is also important
to point out that the corresponding convergence theorems for the elastic case using
the NIPG formulation are found in Rivière & Wheeler (2001). Theorem 2.3.3 shows
that SIPG has optimal convergence in the energy and L2 norms, whereas theorem
2.3.2 shows that NIPG is optimal in the energy norm and suboptimal in the L2
norm.
2.3.2 Elastic Formulation
The interior-penalty weak formulation of the elastic wave equation is given by
the following statement: Find u ∈ XD =
{
ϕ | ϕ ∈ H 1(E) ∀ E ∈ Ωh, ϕ = 0 on ΓD
}
such that for all v ∈ XD∑
E∈Ωh
(





J γ(u , v ;S,R) =
∑
E∈Ωh
(f , v)E (2.3.18)
where v is a vector test function,
(u , v)E =
∫
E
u · v dx dz, (2.3.19)




λ∇ · u∇ · v + µ(∇u +∇uT ) : ∇v
)
dx dz, (2.3.20)
J γ(u , v ;S,R) = −
∫
γ







{λ+ 2µ}[u ] · [v ] dγ,
and τi is the traction vector, given in the isotropic case by
τi(u) = σij(u)nj = λuk,kni + µ(ui,j + uj,i)nj . (2.3.22)
The parameters R and S in eq. (2.3.21) are defined as in eq. (2.3.3). The equivalence
of the above formulation with eq. (2.1.8) is stated without proof in the following
proposition, the proof is similar to that of Prop. 2.3.1.
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Proposition 2.3.4. (i) If u is a solution to eq. (2.1.8), then it is also a solution to
eq. (2.3.18); (ii) If u is a solution to eq. (2.3.18) and u ∈ H 2(Ω), then it is also a
solution to eq. (2.1.8).
Introducing the subspace XDh = X
D
h × XDh ⊂ X
D and substituting in
eq. (2.3.18) the test function and the displacement by linear combinations of the
basis functions, yields a system of ordinary differential equations like the one in








































































(fz, ϕi)E . (2.3.29)
2.3.3 Basis Functions
A general description of the basis functions can be found in classical finite
element literature, e.g. Hughes (2000). The nodal and modal basis functions for
higher-order methods are described in detail in Karniadakis & Sherwin (1999). The
above references deal with basis functions for FEM and therefore define the basis
functions to be continuous across the entire domain. A description of the basis
functions used in DGM can be found in Li (2006). An important difference between
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FEM and DGM is that in DGM the basis functions are not required to be contin-
uous over the entire domain but only inside the elements. In general, all the basis
functions used in FEM can be used in DGM with simplifications, since they can be
defined here locally on each element. This important feature of DGM implies that
the mass matrix is always block-diagonal, which translates in to an efficient time-
marching algorithm. Furthermore, the basis functions can be chosen such that the
mass matrix is exactly diagonal. This is a desirable property because it is necessary
to invert the mass matrix. In the following, the attention will be restricted to the
tensor product basis functions in quadrilateral elements that yield a diagonal mass
matrix. The degree of the basis functions in one side of the element will be denoted
as κ, and m = (κ + 1)2 will be used to denote the total number of basis functions
in the elements.
The first approach to obtain a diagonal mass matrix is to use tensor products
of the Legendre polynomials as the basis functions. The Legendre polynomials are








= λy(x) x ∈ (−1, 1), (2.3.30)
and are usually denoted as Pn. The Legendre polynomials up to degree 3 are shown
in Fig. 2.2a. These are called modal basis functions (Dubiner, 1991; Karniadakis
& Sherwin, 1999), and it is the traditional approach that has been used in DGM
when a diagonal mass matrix is sought (Cockburn & Shu, 1989; Cockburn et al.,
1989; Li, 2006). They are orthogonal under the L2 inner product and have simple
recursion formulas for the higher order polynomials and their derivatives. The first
two Legendre polynomials are given by P0(x) = 1 and P1(x) = x, and the higher
order Legendre polynomials satisfy the recurrence relations
(n+ 1)Pn+1(x) = (2n+ 1)xPn(x)− nPn−1(x), n ≥ 1 (2.3.31)
(x2 − 1)P ′n(x) = nxPn(x)− nPn−1(x), n ≥ 1. (2.3.32)
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It should be noted that this approach yields a diagonal mass matrix only if the
media parameters are constant inside each element, and that the condition number
of the mass matrix is greater than 4κ2 in the 2D case (see Appendix 3).
A second approach is to use nodal basis functions, making the nodes in-
side the element match the quadrature points. This idea has been exploited in
SEM, where the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) points and quadrature rules are
used to impose the continuity of the basis functions at the element boundaries (see
sec. 2.2.3). The third degree Lagrange polynomials using the GLL nodes are shown
in Fig. 2.2b. This approach leads to a diagonal mass matrix independently of how
the media parameters change inside the elements, but the mass matrix integrals are
not computed exactly even if the media parameters are piece-wise constant.
The third approach is closely related to the second one, but uses the Gauss
nodes and quadrature rules instead of the GLL nodes and quadrature rules. The
Lagrange polynomials using these nodes are shown in Fig. 2.2c. The primary dif-
ference between the Gauss and the GLL nodes is that the endpoints of the interval
are always included in the GLL nodes. We can use the Gauss nodes in DGM to
define the basis functions because, unlike in FEM, the basis functions do not have
to be continuous across the elements. In this approach, as well as in the second one,
the mass matrix is always diagonal but, unlike in the second approach, the inte-
gration will be exact for piece-wise constant and piece-wise linearly varying media
parameters.
2.4 Time Stepping
In the previous sections, the discretizations in space of the acoustic and elas-
tic wave equations were given using FEM and IP-DGM. Clearly the time derivative
needs to be discretized also in an implementation of these methods. As for the dis-
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(a) Legendre















































Figure 2.2: 1D Basis functions. (a) Legendre polynomials, (b) Lagrange polynomials
using the GLL nodes, (c) Lagrange polynomials using the Gauss nodes.
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cretization in space, there exist several strategies for the discretization of the time
derivative. Three strategies will be considered here ranging from the most popular
to the state of the art, namely the Newmark, Runge-Kutta and Lax-Wendroff meth-
ods. These strategies are applicable to either FEM or IP-DGM and to the acoustic
or elastic formulations. The following notation will be used for the linear system in
order to emphasize the generality of the strategies:
A∂ttx = −Bx + f ,
x(0) = x0, (2.4.1)
∂tx(0) = v0,
where, in the acoustic case, x contains the coefficients of the pressure fields, A is
the mass matrix as defined in eqs. (2.2.5) or (2.3.9), and B is the stiffness matrix as
defined in eqs. (2.2.6) or (2.3.10). In the elastic case, x contains the coefficients of









K 1 K 2
K 3 K 4
)
, (2.4.3)
where M and K i, i = 1, . . . , 4, are the mass and stiffness matrices as defined in
eqs. (2.2.13)–(2.2.17) or (2.3.23)–(2.3.27).
The system (2.4.1) can be written as a first order system as follows




























Note that there may be many ways of writting the second order system as a
first order system. The system in eq. (2.4.4) is known as the velocity-displacement
formulation. A more common way of writting the first order system is the so-called
velocity-stress formulation, it’s main disadvantage is that it requires more degrees
of freedom and will not be considered here for that reason. The following describes
the application of the time stepping methods to either eq. (2.4.1) or (2.4.4), and the
applicability to the case when there is a first order time derivative in eq. (2.4.1).1
2.4.1 Newmark Method
The classical approach to solve a second-order initial value problem is to use
the Newmark method (Hughes, 2000). For the system (2.4.1), it is given by the
following iterative scheme



































1This situation may rise in practical applications, for example, for certain types of absorbing
boundary conditions or when modeling fluid-solid internal boundary conditions.
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for n ≥ 1, and




















where the time index is interpreted as xn = x(n∆t), and δ1 and δ2 are two free
parameters that determine the accuracy and stability of the method.
The Finite Difference Method (FDM), also known as the leap-frog scheme,
is obtained as a special case by setting δ1 = 0 and δ2 = 1/2. This is the most popu-
lar time-stepping scheme in seismic modeling (Komatitsch & Tromp, 1999; Chaljub
et al., 2007; Cohen, 2002; Grote et al., 2006). The advantages are that it is second
order accurate and it is explicit whenever the mass matrix is diagonal (which is
often the case in seismic modeling). For this choice of parameters the scheme is
conditionally stable, therefore the size of the time step needs to be bounded by a
CFL condition. The stability conditions will be analyzed in the next chapter. This
method is applicable when there is a first order time derivative, but the implemen-
tation becomes cumbersome mostly because the method is no longer explicit.
2.4.2 Runge-Kutta Method
The Runge-Kutta (RK) method is the most popular to advance the sys-
tem in time when high-order accuracy is sought (Cockburn & Shu, 1989; Cockburn
et al., 1989, 1990; Cockburn & Shu, 1998). It is applicable to the first order form,
eq. (2.4.4). The system can be numerically solved in k + 1 intermediate steps by





αm,iyn,i + βm,i∆t(Cyn,i + g)
)
m = 1, . . . , k + 1, (2.4.12)
yn+1 = yn,k+1, (2.4.13)
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where αm,i and βm,i are free parameters that determine the accuracy and stability
of the method, and the intermediate steps are indicated by the double upper index
yn,m. The parameters αm,i and βm,i for high-order accuracy can be found, for
example, in Gottlieb (2005) and Kubatko et al. (2007). Since this method works
with the first order system, it is applicable without modifications to the case when
there is a first order time derivative. The main disadvantages of this method are
the additional operations and memory required for the intermediate time steps.
2.4.3 Lax-Wendroff Method
The Lax-Wendroff method (LWM, Lax & Wendroff, 1964), aims to obtain
formally a higher-order accuracy in time without demanding to save many time
steps. It was introduced to seismic modeling by Dablain (1986) in the context of
Finite Differences and later used by Cohen (2002) and Jund & Salmon (2007) in
the context of SEM and by Käser & Dumbser (2006) in the context of DGM. This
approach is based on a Taylor expansion in time of the wave field and a substitution
of the time derivatives by matrix operations using eqs. (2.4.1) or (2.4.4).
Second Order Systems
The application of the LWM to eq. (2.4.1) has been described in Dablain
(1986) and Cohen (2002). It is interesting to note that this method usually bears
other names when it is applied to second order systems, for example, in Cohen (2002)
it is called the modified equation approach. Nevertheless, due to the important
similarities to the original formulation, it is suitable to regard this as a LWM. The
first part of this method is to obtain an expression that allows the substitution of the
higher-order time derivatives by matrix operation, which is given by the following
theorem.
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Theorem 2.4.1. The 2kth order time derivative of x is given by
∂2kt x = (−A−1B)kx +
k−1∑
l=0
(−A−1B)lA−1∂2(k−l−1)t f . (2.4.14)
Proof. Proceeding by induction, taking k = 1 yields exactly eq. (2.4.1). Taking now
k + 1 and using eqs. (2.4.1) and (2.4.14)
























which is eq. (2.4.14) for k + 1.
The second part of this method is to obtain a Taylor expansion for the time
stepping. Evaluating the Taylor expansion of x at t+ ∆t and t−∆t yields








n + . . . (2.4.15)








n + . . . (2.4.16)
Upon addition of the above equations the odd-order terms mutually cancel, to obtain






n +O(∆t2N ). (2.4.17)
Note that the above equation requires only even-order derivatives. These can be
substituted by matrix multiplications using eq. (2.4.14). Given xn and xn−1, xn+1
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can be readily calculated using eq. (2.4.17). These procedures include the FDM as
the special case when N = 1, therefore in this sense it is a higher-order generalization
of the FDM. The stability of this method will be considered in the next chapter.
The limitation of this approach is that it cannot be directly applied when there is a
first-order time derivative. If that is the case, a similar approach can be developed
for the first-order system as described below.
First Order Systems
This is the original formulation of the LWM. It has been called the Arbitrary
High Order Derivatives (ADER) method in Schwartzkopff et al. (2001, 2002, 2004)
and applied to seismic wave propagation in Dumbser & Munz (2006); Käser &
Dumbser (2006); Dumbser & Käser (2006); de la Puente et al. (2007); Dumbser
et al. (2007b,a); Käser et al. (2007a,b) and Jund & Salmon (2007). This method is
based on the Cauchy-Kovalewski procedure, which confers the method the ability
to get the same order of accuracy in space and in time, and it is stated as follows.
Theorem 2.4.2. (Cauchy-Kovalewski) The kth order time derivative of y is given
by





The proof is closely related to that of Theorem 2.4.1. Using eq. (2.4.18),









The advantage of this approach is that it is applicable to systems when there
is a first order time derivative term in eq. (2.4.1), but the disadvantage is that it
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needs to include more terms in the Taylor expansion to attain the same accuracy
than the Lax-Wendroff method for second order systems.
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Chapter 3
Grid Dispersion and Stability
The grid dispersion and stability analyses are the most important analytical
tools that help determine the simulation parameters for the numerical propagation
of acoustic or elastic waves. This chapter presents the analyses of FEM and IP-DGM
for acoustic and elastic wave propagation. Particular attention will be devoted to
allow for non-equispaced nodes and high-order basis functions.
The analyses are based on the von Neumann method (Mitchell & Griffiths,
1980; Hughes, 2000), which assumes a plane wave propagating through the finite-
element domain. It will be shown that the plane wave assumption leads to a gener-
alized eigenvalue formulation that is originally large, proportional to the number of
nodes in the finite element mesh, but with some assumptions, it can be reduced to
a smaller one, proportional to the number of nodes inside one element.
Since the goal of these analyses is to derive the stability condition and grid-
dispersion relations, to have a manageable set of parameters the analyses make
several assumptions about the medium. The analyses assume that the medium is
isotropic, homogeneous, unbounded and source free. Similar assumptions are al-
ways made whenever a plane wave analysis is sought; see for example Alford et al.
(1974), Mullen & Belytschko (1982), Marfurt (1984), Hu et al. (1999), Cohen (2002),
Ainsworth (2004a,b) and Ainsworth et al. (2006). In practice these assumptions are
not expected to be satisfied, nevertheless the results from an analysis based on
these assumptions can provide valuable information to determine the discretization
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parameters for a numerical experiment. Furthermore, it will be assumed that the
finite-element mesh is periodic, and that the elements are square with sides parallel
to the coordinate axis and with tensor product basis functions; these are common
assumptions when a finite element method is analyzed, see for example Marfurt
(1984), Cohen (2002), Ainsworth (2004a,b) and Ainsworth et al. (2006). For conve-
nience, these will be referred to as the simplifying assumptions and are summarized
in Table 3.1.





The elements are assumed to be:
Periodic
Square
With sides parallel to coordinate axis
With tensor product basis functions
Table 3.1: Simplifying assumptions for the plane wave analysis.
3.1 Finite Element Method
3.1.1 Acoustic Case
This section derives grid-dispersion relations for the acoustic FEM of any
order. The approach is based on a generalized eigenvalue problem that can be
reduced to order κ2 using the assumptions in Table 3.1. It is a generalization
of the analysis found in Cohen (2002), where only the SEM was considered. It
will be shown that the eigenvalues of the order κ2 problem can be decomposed as
combinations of the eigenvalues of two order κ problems (Cohen, 2002), making the
computation more efficient. Unfortunately closed form grid-dispersion relations are
not given except for low-order elements, and in general the grid dispersion needs to
be computed numerically for each wavenumber and sampling ratio.
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3.1.1.1 The Eigenvalue Problem
Introducing the simplifying assumptions of the media from Table 3.1 in
eq. (2.2.4) yields









∇φi · ∇φj dx dz, (3.1.3)
and α =
√
λ/ρ is the velocity of the acoustic wave. Using the assumptions on the
finite-element mesh, the elements in the domain are square with sides h. Note that
with this assumption xn = h(i+ξj) and zn = h(i+ξj) with n = κi+j and 0 ≤ j < κ;
thus the nodes are κ-periodic in both directions, xn+κ = xn + h and zn+κ = zn + h.
Recall from section 2.2.3 that the ξj represent the node distribution in one side of
the element, and that ξ0 = 0 and ξκ = 1. Using the plane wave assumption, Pj has
the following form (no summation over j)
Pj(t) = Ajei(k ·x j−ωt), (3.1.4)
where k is the wavenumber, x j contains the jth node coordinates and Aj is an
arbitrary constant. Note that eq. (3.1.4) represents a plane wave evaluated at the
jth node. Substituting eq. (3.1.4) in eq. (3.1.1) yields the following generalized
eigenvalue problem
ΛMijPj = KijPj . (3.1.5)
The matrix Mij is well known from the finite-element literature to be symmetric
positive definite, and Kij is known to be symmetric positive semidefinite (Brenner &
Scott, 2002) and thus all the eigenvalues are real and positive (Watkins, 2002). The
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eigenvalues of the above equation have the form Λ = ω2h, where ωh is the angular
frequency at which the wave travels in the grid. The eigenvalues will take a different
form if the time derivative is discretized, for example, for the finite-difference in time
case, the eigenvalues have the form Λ = 4∆t−2 sin2(ωh∆t/2). These definitions will
be used after solving for the eigenvalues to obtain the grid-dispersion relations.
The size of the eigenvalue problem (3.1.5) depends on the total number of
nodes. I will not attempt to solve for the eigenvalues of eq. (3.1.5) to get the grid
dispersion since that would be an intractable problem in an unbounded domain. In-
stead I will use the assumptions previously given to reduce the order of the problem.
In order to do this, first note that in a regular grid using tensor product elements
with κ + 1 nodes per element in each direction there are only κ2 classes of degrees
of freedom, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (Marfurt, 1984; Cohen, 2002); thus there are only
κ2 distinct eigenvalues.
To derive an eigenvalue equation of order κ2, let us write Mij and Kij
as fourth-order tensors using the definitions of the mass and stiffness matrices,
















∇(ϕm1(x)ϕm2(z)) · ∇(ϕn1(x)ϕn2(z)) dx dz
= Km1m2n1n2 , (3.1.7)
with i = (κ+1)m2 +m1 and j = (κ+1)n2 +n1. Also, Pj can be written as a second-
order tensor by changing the index to j = (κ+ 1)n2 +n1 to get (no summation over
n1 and n2)
Pj = Pn1n2 = An1n2e
i(kxxn1+kzzn2−ωt). (3.1.8)
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Furthermore, since the nodes are κ-periodic in both directions, the constants An1n2
are also κ-periodic, and thus
An1n2 = A(κq1+l1)(κq2+l2) = Al1l2 , (3.1.9)
with n1 = κq1 + l1, n2 = κq2 + l2, and 0 ≤ l1, l2 < κ. Substituting eqs. (3.1.6),






= M̃m1m2l1l2(kx, kz)Ãl1l2(kx, kz)e
−iωt , (3.1.10)
and similarly, substituting eqs. (3.1.7), (3.1.8) and (3.1.9) on the right-hand side
yields
Km1m2n1n2Pn1n2 = K̃m1m2l1l2(kx, kz)Ãl1l2(kx, kz)e
−iωt , (3.1.11)
where
M̃m1m2l1l2(kx, kz) = Mm1m2(κq1+l1)(κq2+l2)e
i(kxhq1+kzhq2), (3.1.12)
K̃m1m2l1l2(kx, kz) = Km1m2(κq1+l1)(κq2+l2)e
i(kxhq1+kzhq2), and (3.1.13)
Ãl1l2(kx, kz) = Al1l2e
i(kxhξl1+kzhξl2 ). (3.1.14)
Note that a summation is implied over q1 and q2 (but not on l1 and l2), and that
the summations are always finite, even in an unbounded domain, because the mass
and stiffness matrices are sparse.
Substituting eqs. (3.1.10) and (3.1.11) in eq. (3.1.5) and eliminating the e−iωt
factor yields the following reduced-order eigenvalue equation:
ΛM̃m1m2l1l2Ãl1l2 = K̃m1m2l1l2Ãl1l2 , 0 ≤ m1,m2 < κ. (3.1.15)
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The eigenvectors Ãl1l2 , as defined in eq. (3.1.14), are explicitly dependent on the
node coordinates, but the eigenvalues depend on the grid nodes only in the sense
that the nodes are used to compute the mass and stiffness matrices. In practice
this means that, to get the grid dispersion, the node’s coordinates are used only to
compute the integrals in eqs. (3.1.2) and (3.1.3), thus avoiding the difficulty due to
irregular node spacing.
The above eigenvalue problem can be reduced to two eigenvalue problems of
order κ each, as stated in the following theorem (compare to Theorem 4 in Cohen,
2002).
Theorem 3.1.1. Let λx and λz be eigenvalues of
ληM̃
1D
ij (kη)Ãj = K̃
1D
ij (kη)Ãj , η = x, z. (3.1.16)
Then the eigenvalues of eq. (3.1.15) are given by Λ = λx + λz, where (summation is































Proof. Using the definition of the mass and stiffness matrices, for tensor-product
rectangular elements and for a regular mesh, the mass and stiffness matrices for the
2D case can be written in terms of the corresponding 1D matrices. Starting from
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These decompositions of the mass and stiffness matrices yields a similar decompo-
sition for the dynamic mass and stiffness matrices. Substituting the mass matrix
decomposition in eq. (3.1.12) yields












Substituting the stiffness-matrix decomposition in eq. (3.1.13) yields



























l and the decomposition of the
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= (λx + λz) M̃ijklBkl, (3.1.25)
therefore Λ = λx+λz is an eigenvalue of eq. (3.1.15), with corresponding eigenvector
Bkl. It can be easily shown by contradiction that all the eigenvalues of eq. (3.1.15)
can be expressed as a combination of the eigenvalues of the 1D problems by noting
that all the possible combinations are κ2, exactly the number of eigenvalues of
eq. (3.1.15).
As the degree of the polynomials gets higher it becomes impractical to de-
rive an explicit grid-dispersion relation, but the κ eigenvalues of the 1D problem
can always be obtained numerically in each direction to compute the grid disper-
sion. In seismic modeling there is only one eigenvalue with physical meaning; all the
other eigenvalues correspond to non-physical, or spurious, modes. In the 1D case it
has been shown that the non-physical modes have a negligible effect in the solution
(Mulder, 1999; Cohen, 2002); it is reasonable to expect the same behavior on higher
dimensions but I am not aware of a proof. I have found through numerical experi-
ments that the eigenvalue that corresponds to the acoustic wave is the smallest one.
Further research is needed to ascertain this hypothesis.
3.1.1.2 Procedure to Calculate the Grid Dispersion
To obtain the grid dispersion, let us first consider the eigenvalues of eq.




m1m2l1l2 and K̃m1m2l1l2 =
α2
h
K̃ ′m1m2l1l2 , (3.1.26)
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where M̃ ′m1m2l1l2 and K̃
′
m1m2l1l2
are computed using α = 1 and h = 1. Let Λ′ be an
eigenvalue of
Λ′M̃ ′m1m2l1l2Ãl1l2 = K̃
′
m1m2l1l2Ãl1l2 . (3.1.27)
From eq. (3.1.26), Λ′ is related to the eigenvalue Λ of eq. (3.1.15) by Λ = α2Λ′/h2.
The grid-dispersion relations are given as follows. Let Λ′ be the smallest
eigenvalue of eq. (3.1.15) using h = 1 and α = 1. Then the definition of the
eigenvalues in the semi-discrete case yields ωh = (α/h)
√
Λ′. Substituting ωh =








where αh is the velocity at which the wave travels in the grid, δ = h/(κL) is the
average sampling ratio in the element and L is the wavelength. Similarly, for the













The grid-dispersion error is defined as the relative difference between the






The procedure to derive the grid dispersion for a given degree, sampling
ratio and wavenumber is summarized below:
1. Compute the 1D mass and stiffness matrices with eqs. (3.1.19) and (3.1.20)









mn(kz) using eqs. (3.1.17) and
(3.1.18).
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3. Solve the eigenvalue problems ληM̃
1D
ij (kη)Ãj = K̃
1D
ij (kη)Ãj , η = x, z, and
save the smallest eigenvalues; recall that the eigenvalue of the 2D problem is
Λ′ = λx + λz.
4. Calculate the grid dispersion using eq. (3.1.28) for the semi-discrete case or
eq. (3.1.29) for the finite-difference in time case.
Grid-Dispersion Relations for the First-Degree Elements
Let us now derive explicitly the grid-dispersion relations for the lowest-degree
FEM and SEM using finite differences in time. In the following I will refer to
FEM-CM whenever equispaced nodes and exact integration is used (classical FEM),
and to SEM whenever the GLL nodes and quadrature rules are used. For first-
degree methods there is one degree of freedom; thus the eigenvalue problem can be
trivially solved. For FEM, doing exact integration in eqs. (3.1.19) and (3.1.20), and









(kη) = 2− 2 cos(kηh). (3.1.32)





























12− 3 cos(kxh)− 3 cos(kzh)− 6 cos(kxh) cos(kzh)




An equivalent equation but for the semi-discrete case was given in Mullen & Be-
lytschko (1982) using a different approach.
In the SEM case, the trapezoidal rule of integration is used in eqs. (3.1.19)





(2− cos(kxh)− cos(kzh)) . (3.1.35)
From this, the stability condition for this scheme is q ≤ 2−1/2. Substituting this





















which is the same as that for the acoustic FDM (Alford et al., 1974), as expected
because the first-degree acoustic SEM is equivalent to the acoustic FDM (Cohen,
2002).
3.1.1.3 Results
This section presents the grid-dispersion curves for the acoustic FEM and
SEM using the method presented above. It describes the effect that the stability
parameter (q), the incidence angle (θ), the sampling ratio (δ), and the degree of the
elements (κ) have in the grid dispersion.
Let us first consider the grid dispersion using the leap-frog scheme for time
stepping, eq. (3.1.29). The grid-dispersion curves of the first-degree SEM, eq.
(3.1.36), using q = 0.1 and q = 0.7 is shown in Fig. 3.1. As noted before, this
scheme is equivalent to the acoustic FDM, therefore the same conclusions are drawn
as those reported in Alford et al. (1974):
• the dispersion is greatest in the direction of any of the grid axes,
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• the dispersion is smallest taking a time step close to the stability condition,
and
• a minimum of 10 nodes per wavelength (δ = 0.1) is recommended to achieve
accurate results.
It is clearly advantageous to use higher-degree SEM, as concluded in Seriani
& Priolo (1994), because not only the dispersion diminishes rapidly but also the
anisotropy practically disappears in third- and higher-degree SEM (it is already
small in second-degree SEM, see Fig. 3.2). Perhaps the most important advantage
of using higher-degree SEM is that the sampling ratio can be decreased to 4–5 nodes
per wavelength (Seriani & Priolo, 1994). Comparing Figs. 3.1b, 3.2a and 3.2b it can
be concluded that, in contrast to first-degree SEM, using second-degree and above
would introduce non-physical arrivals since the grid velocity is slightly increased
with respect to the physical velocity; nevertheless, this increase in velocity is less
than 1% for a sampling ratio of 4 nodes per wavelength in the second-degree method
and much smaller in the higher-degree methods.
Approximately the same level of dispersion and anisotropy is observed using
second-degree FEM (Fig. 3.3b) and second-degree SEM (Fig. 3.2a). Thus there is no
loss of accuracy due to mass lumping. First-degree FEM (Fig. 3.3a) suffers from the
same anisotropy and dispersion as first-degree SEM (Fig. 3.1b), with the difference
that the waves are hastened instead of delayed, as noted in Mullen & Belytschko
(1982). In both first-degree schemes, at least 10 nodes per wavelength are needed
to obtain accurate results.
The following results are for the semidiscrete case, eq. (3.1.28). The conver-
gence of FEM and SEM methods with respect to the sampling ratio and the order
of the elements is plotted in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. Note from Figs. 3.4a and 3.4b that
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the error introduced by the grid dispersion has the same order of convergence for
FEM and SEM, and that the order is O(h2κ). This super-convergent behavior of the
grid dispersion of SEM was noted in Cohen (2002). In Fig. 3.5 SEM is compared
with the popular row-sum mass-lumping method and the consistent mass FEM. It
is clear from the figure that the row-sum mass-lumping method is unsuitable for
high-degree methods (the accuracy of this method will be further discussed in sec-
tion 3.1.2.3). SEM reaches machine accuracy at κ = 4, after which point no further
improvement is observed. FEM also reaches machine accuracy at κ = 4 but looses
accuracy after that point. Finally, note that for a large κ, the SEM is superior to
FEM, either with a consistent mass or mass lumped.
The numerical anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion is shown in
Fig. 3.6. Note that the waves are delayed in SEM, and hastened in FEM for all
incidence angles. Also, the grid dispersion is minimum for an oblique incidence an-
gle in both cases. In Fig. 3.6a, the grid dispersion has been exaggerated by a factor
of 10 for visualization purposes, and the sampling ratio is δ = 0.1. The grid disper-
sion is almost isotropic for the second-degree methods, as can be seen in Fig. 3.6b.
In this figure the magnification factor is 500 and the sampling ratio is δ = 0.2.
The higher-degree methods have negligible anisotropy; their anisotropy curves (not
shown) overlap the reference curve.
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First-degree Acoustic SEM























(a) q = 0.1























(b) q = 0.7
Figure 3.1: Grid dispersion of the acoustic FDM and first-degree SEM as a function
of the sampling ratio (δ), eq. (3.1.36), with incidence angles of θ = 0◦, 15◦, 30◦ and
45◦ and (a) q = 0.1 and (b) q = 0.7. The dispersion is minimized for an oblique
incidence angle and for a time step close to the stability condition.
Isotropy in higher-degree Acoustic SEM






















(a) κ = 2






















(b) κ ≥ 3
Figure 3.2: Grid dispersion of the acoustic SEM for second-degree and above, with
q = 0.5. (a) Second-degree SEM (9-node elements, κ = 2). (b) κ = 3, 5, 7, 10.
Note the small anisotropy of the second-degree scheme. For third degree and above
the dispersion curves for different incidence angles are plotted on top of each other
because they have negligible anisotropy.
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Acoustic FEM






















(a) κ = 1























(b) κ = 2
Figure 3.3: Grid dispersion of the acoustic FEM using q = 0.5. (a) First-degree FEM
(4-node elements, eq. (3.1.34)), and (b) Second-degree FEM (9-node elements). The
first-degree method has large and anisotropic dispersion. The second-degree FEM
has a dispersion similar to the dispersion of the second-degree SEM, Fig. 3.2a, with
the difference that for an oblique incidence angle the dispersion is the smallest.
Convergence with respect to δ
































































Figure 3.4: Convergence of the grid dispersion with respect to the sampling ratio in
the semidiscrete case. (a) Convergence of FEM; (b) Convergence of SEM. The line
segments indicate the slopes of the convergence curves. Note the super-convergence
of the grid-dispersion error in both cases.
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Convergence with respect to κ























Figure 3.5: Convergence with respect to the degree of the elements of SEM, FEM
with a consistent mass matrix (FEM-CM) and FEM with row-sum mass lumping





























(b) κ = 2
Figure 3.6: Numerical anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion in FEM and
SEM, semidiscrete case. The dispersion has been calculated for several wavelengths
for visualization purposes. (a) Anisotropy of the first-degree methods for a propaga-
tion of 10 wavelengths, using δ = 0.1; (b) Anisotropy of the second-degree methods
for a propagation of 500 wavelengths, using δ = 0.2.
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3.1.2 Elastic Case
This section shows how to compute the grid dispersion of the elastic FEM.
The approach is similar to the one used for the acoustic case. It is based on a
generalized eigenvalue problem which can be reduced to order 2κ2 by using the
simplifying assumptions. One difference is that here the eigenvalue problem can not
be reduced to one of getting the eigenvalues of a 1D problem; nevertheless the 2κ2
eigenvalues can be computed numerically. A method to compute the grid dispersion
and explicit grid-dispersion relations for first-degree SEM will be given at the end
of this section.
3.1.2.1 The Eigenvalue Problem
Introducing the simplifying assumptions of Table 3.1 in eqs. (2.2.11) and
(2.2.12) yields
Mij∂ttUxj +K1ijUxj +K2ijU zj = 0, and (3.1.37)
Mij∂ttU zj +K3ijUxj +K4ijU zj = 0, (3.1.38)










φi,xφj,x dx dz +
∫
Ω
φi,zφj,z dx dz, (3.1.40)
K2ij = (r2 − 1)
∫
Ω
φi,xφj,z dx dz, (3.1.41)




φi,xφj,x dx dz + r2
∫
Ω
φi,zφj,z dx dz, (3.1.43)
α is the P-wave velocity, β is the S-wave velocity and r = α/β is the P- to S-
wave velocity ratio. These equations use the shorthand notation φi,x = ∂φi/∂x and
φi,z = ∂φi/∂z.
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Assuming that the solution is a plane wave then Uxj and U
z
j have the form
(no summation over j)
Uxj (t) = Aje
i(k ·x j−ωt) and U zj (t) = Bje
i(k ·x j−ωt). (3.1.44)
Recall that the nodes are defined the same way as in the acoustic case, but now there
are two degrees of freedom at each one. Substituting in eqs. (3.1.37) and (3.1.38)
yields
ΛMijUxj = K1ijUxj +K2ijU zj and (3.1.45)
ΛMijU zj = K3ijUxj +K4ijU zj , (3.1.46)
where the eigenvalues are given by Λ = ω2h. For the finite-difference in time case the
eigenvalues take the form Λ = 4∆t−2 sin2(ωh∆t/2). The above equations represent











K 1 K 2






where (M )ij =Mij , (K l)ij = Klij , (U x)j = Uxj and (U z)j = U zj . It can be shown
that the eigenvalues of the above system are real and positive, as stated in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.1.2. The eigenvalues of eq. (3.1.47) are real and positive.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the matrix on the right-hand side is symmetric
positive semidefinite and the one on the left-hand side is symmetric positive definite
(Watkins, 2002). First consider the matrix on the left-hand side. Multiplying the
matrix by an arbitrary vector from the left and right yields
[
vT , wT






= vTMv + wTMw
= Mijvivj +Mijwiwj , (3.1.48)
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switching to index notation in the last step for convenience. In the first term, using








(φivi)2 dx dz > 0 ∀ v 6= 0 (3.1.49)
and the same for the second term, thus the matrix on the left-hand side is symmetric
positive definite. Let us now consider the matrix on the right-hand side. Multiplying
the matrix by an arbitrary vector from the left and right yields
[
vT , wT
] [ K 1 K 2





= vTK 1v + vTK 2w + wTK 3v + wTK 4w
= K1ijvivj +K2ijviwj +K2jiwivj +K4ijwiwj
= K1ijvivj + 2K2ijviwj +K4ijwiwj , (3.1.50)
using the fact that K2ij = K2ji (see eq. (3.1.55)). Using the definitions of these
matrices, given in eqs. (3.1.40) to (3.1.43) yields
K1ijvivj + 2K2ijviwj +K4ijwiwj = α2
∫
Ω






















(φi,zvi − φj,xwj)2 dx dz, (3.1.51)
using the fact that ∫
Ω
φi,xφj,z dx dz =
∫
Ω
φi,zφj,x dx dz. (3.1.52)
Clearly eq. (3.1.51) is greater than or equal to zero for any v and w , therefore the
matrix on the right-hand side is symmetric positive semidefinite.
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Proceeding in a similar way as for the acoustic case, let us write the mass and
stiffness matrices as fourth-order tensors and as a combination of the corresponding
matrices of the 1D problem


















K2ij = K2m1m2n1n2 = (r
2 − 1)C1Dm1n1C
1D






K3ij = K3m1m2n1n2 = K
2
m1m2n1n2 , and (3.1.56)




























Writing Uxj and U
z









Since the nodes are κ-periodic in each direction, there are 2κ2 degrees of freedom
and, as in the acoustic case, the constants are also κ-periodic. Thus
An1n2 = A(κq1+l1)(κq2+l2) = Al1l2 and (3.1.63)
Bn1n2 = B(κq1+l1)(κq2+l2) = Bl1l2 (3.1.64)
for n1 = κq1 + l1, n2 = κq2 + l2, and 0 ≤ l1, l2 < κ. Substituting in eqs. (3.1.45) and

















































Ãn1n2(kx, kz) = An1n2e
i(kxξn1+kzξn2 ), (3.1.71)




















In general, for higher-degree polynomials, there will be more eigenvalues than
physical modes. If that is the case, I have found through numerical experimentation
that the smallest eigenvalue corresponds to the S-wave dispersion, the next to the
P-wave and the others to the non-physical modes; further research is needed to
prove this hypothesis.
3.1.2.2 Procedure to Calculate the Grid Dispersion
The procedure to derive the grid dispersion for a given degree, sampling
ratio and wavenumber is described below:
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1. Compute the 1D mass and stiffness matrices with eqs. (3.1.58) to (3.1.60)














eqs. (3.1.71) to (3.1.75).
3. Build the block matrices of the eigenvalue problem using eqs. (3.1.67) to
(3.1.71) with α = 1.
4. Solve the eigenvalue problem of eqs. (3.1.65) and (3.1.66) and save the two
smallest eigenvalues. Call these Λ′p and Λ
′
s respectively.








































Grid-Dispersion Relations for the First-Degree Elements
Let us consider the first-degree SEM. For this case there are two degrees of
freedom and the eigenvalue problem can be solved algebraically. Calculating the
mass and stiffness matrices using the trapezoidal quadrature rule and substituting
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K̃1(kx, kz) = 2r2 (1− cos(kxh)) + 2 (1− cos(kzh)) , (3.1.81)
K̃2(kx, kz) = (r2 − 1) sin(kxh) sin(kzh), and (3.1.82)
K̃4(kx, kz) = 2 (1− cos(kxh)) + 2r2 (1− cos(kzh)) . (3.1.83)
Substituting these in eqs. (3.1.65) and (3.1.66), and solving the eigenvalue problem,
yields Λp = α2(γ1 + γ2)/h2 and Λs = α2(γ1 − γ2)/h2, where
γ1 = (r2 + 1)(2− cos(kxh)− cos(kzh)) and (3.1.84)
γ2 = (r2 − 1)
√
(cos(kxh)− cos(kzh))2 + sin2(kxh) sin2(kzh) , (3.1.85)

























The stability condition for this scheme is q
√
1 + 1/r2 ≤ 1. As expected, the stability
condition and grid-dispersion relations are the same as those for the elastic standard
grid FDM (see Appendix 2) because the first-degree elastic SEM is equivalent to
the elastic standard grid FDM (Cohen, 2002).
3.1.2.3 Results
In the elastic schemes the grid dispersion is dominated by the S-wave dis-
persion in an unbounded domain and thus the sampling ratio is determined by
the S-wave velocity.1 Accordingly, the following results will focus on the S-wave
dispersion.
1In practice the domain is usually bounded and thus the grid dispersion is dominated by the
surface waves.
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Let us first consider the grid dispersion using the leap-frog scheme for time
stepping, eq. (3.1.79). The grid dispersion of the first-degree SEM is shown in
Fig. 3.7 for different values of r and incidence angles. Figs. 3.7a and b correspond
to eqs. (3.1.86) and (3.1.87). Recall that this particular case corresponds to the
standard grid FDM. These figures show that the grid dispersion of the S-wave in-
creases for increasing values of r. In particular, for r = 10 (Poisson’s ratio equal
to 0.495) the S-wave travels at nearly twice the physical velocity using 10 nodes
per wavelength. In practice this means that if the physical model has a liquid-solid
interface or a high Poisson’s ratio, the sampling ratio needs to be very high to obtain
accurate results.
This disadvantage is overcome by the staggered-grid finite difference method
(see Appendix 2). The grid dispersion of this scheme using 2nd and 4th order
approximations has been plotted in Fig. 3.8 for different values of r and incidence
angles. Note in these figures that the S-wave dispersion is nearly insensitive to r,
therefore this scheme can be efficiently applied to models with liquid-solid interfaces.
The grid dispersion of the first-degree FEM is plotted in Fig. 3.9. Note that,
although there is less dispersion than in the first-degree SEM (Figs. 3.7a,b), it is not
as accurate as the staggered-grid scheme. Comparing Figs. 3.9a and 3.9b, it can be
observed that the grid dispersion and anisotropy increase as r increases.
As noted for the acoustic case, it is also true for the elastic SEM that it is
advantageous to use higher-degree methods. It can be observed in Figs. 3.7c and
d that, using a sampling ratio of 10 nodes per wavelength and second-degree SEM,
the dispersion and anisotropy are negligible even for large values of r. Using higher-
degree SEM the dispersion diminishes very fast and the anisotropy disappears, and
thus a lower sampling ratio is appropriate (see Fig. 3.10). Comparing Figs. 3.2b and
3.10b it can be concluded that, as intuitively anticipated in Komatitsch et al. (2005),
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the dispersion results for the acoustic case can be used to determine the sampling
ratio in the elastic case since, for a degree greater than three, the dispersion of the
elastic scheme is smaller than the dispersion of the acoustic scheme.
The following results are for the semidiscrete case, eq. (3.1.77). The con-
vergence of FEM and SEM with respect to the sampling ratio and the degree of
the elements is shown in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12. As noted for the acoustic case, the
grid-dispersion error is O(h2κ) for either FEM and SEM (see Fig. 3.11). We observe
in Fig. 3.12 that SEM is more accurate than FEM, achieving a maximum accuracy
for κ = 4, after which point no further improvements are observed. The row-sum
mass-lumping method is also compared and it is shown to be unsuitable for the
high-degree methods. This is consistent with the results obtained for the acoustic
case.
The numerical anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion is shown in
Fig. 3.13. For comparison purposes, the grid dispersion of the second and fourth
order staggered grid FDM (SG-2 and SG-4, respectively) is shown. In Fig. 3.13a, the
first degree methods are compared to SG-2 using δ = 0.1. Note the large anisotropic
errors introduced by FEM and SEM, whereas the SG-2 dispersion is close to the
reference curve. The second degree methods are compared with SG-4 in Fig. 3.13b
using δ = 0.2 and a propagation of 100 wavelengths. In this case FEM is the most
accurate, and SG-4 the least. The dispersion is minimum for SG-4 at an oblique
incidence angle, and for FEM and SEM at an incidence angle parallel to the coor-
dinate axis. In Fig. 3.13c the third-degree methods are compared with SG-4. Note
the large and anisotropic grid dispersion introduced by the row-sum mass-lumped
FEM. The row-sum mass-lumped FEM is equivalent to SEM for κ = 1, 2. As noted
in Fig. 3.10, the numerical anisotropy introduced by the higher-degree methods is
negligible.
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First- and Second-degree Elastic SEM




















(a) κ = 1, r = 1.5






















(b) κ = 1, r = 10

























(c) κ = 2, r = 1.5

























(d) κ = 2, r = 10
Figure 3.7: Grid dispersion in the first- and second-degree elastic SEM as a function
of the sampling ratio using q = 0.7, and (a,c) r = 1.5, (b,d) r = 10. Recall that the
first-degree SEM is equivalent to the standard-grid FDM. Comparing (a) and (b)
reveals that the S-wave dispersion increases proportionally to r introducing large
anisotropic errors in the 1st degree method.
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Staggered-grid Elastic FDM
























(a) SG-2, r = 1.5
























(b) SG-2, r = 10
























(c) SG-4, r = 1.5
























(d) SG-4, r = 10
Figure 3.8: Grid dispersion in the second- and fourth-order staggered-grid FDM
(SG-2 and SG-4 respectively) using q = 0.7, and (a,c) r = 1.5; (b,d) r = 10. Note
that the S-wave dispersion is not as sensitive to r as in the first-degree SEM.
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First-degree Elastic FEM






















(a) r = 1.5






















(b) r = 10
Figure 3.9: Grid dispersion for first-degree elastic FEM, with q = 0.7 and (a)
r = 1.5, and (b) r = 10. Like the first-degree SEM (Figure 3.7), the S-wave
dispersion increases proportionally to r and is strongly anisotropic.
Higher-degree Elastic SEM


























(a) κ = 3


























(b) κ = 4, 6, 8, 10
Figure 3.10: Grid dispersion as a function of the degree of the elastic SEM using
q = 0.7 and r = 10. (a) Third-degree SEM. (b) Fourth- to tenth-degree SEM.
The dispersion curves for different incidence angles are plotted in top of each other
showing that the dispersion is not angle dependent for fourth-degree elements and
above.
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Convergence with respect to δ
































































Figure 3.11: Convergence of FEM and SEM with respect to the sampling ratio
for 1 ≤ κ ≤ 4, semidiscrete case. The line segments indicate the slopes of the
convergence curves. Note the super-convergence of the grid-dispersion error in both
cases.
Convergence with respect to κ























Figure 3.12: Convergence with respect to the degree of the elements of SEM, FEM
with a consistent mass matrix (FEM-CM) and FEM with row-sum mass lumping


















































(c) κ = 3
Figure 3.13: Numerical anisotropy of FEM, SEM and Staggered Grid FDM, semidis-
crete case. (a) First-degree FEM and SEM compared to SG-2 using δ = 0.1, r = 10
and a propagation of one wavelength. Note the large and anisotropic grid disper-
sion of FEM and SEM. (b) Second-degree FEM and SEM compared to SG-4 using
δ = 0.2, r = 10 and a propagation of 100 wavelength. The grid dispersion of SG-4
is larger than that of FEM and SEM. (c) Third-degree SEM, FEM with consistent
mass and row-sum mass-lumping (FEM-CM and FEM-ML respectively), and SG-
4, using δ = 0.2, r = 10 and a propagation of 100 wavelength. The curves for








Figure 3.14: The reference element E0 and it’s surrounding elements.
3.2 Interior-Penalty Discontinuous Galerkin Method
This section applies the plane wave analysis to IP-DGM to investigate it’s
grid dispersion properties. It will be shown that the simplifying assumptions and
the plane wave analysis lead to an eigenvalue problem of size equal to the number
of degrees of freedom inside one element. A criteria will be given to select the
eigenvalues that hold the relevant grid-dispersion information.
3.2.1 Acoustic Case
3.2.1.1 The Eigenvalue Problem
Introducing the assumptions of Table 3.1 into the interior penalty weak


















∇u · ∇v dx dz, and (3.2.2)
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Jγ(p, v;S,R) = −
∫
γ
{∇p · nγ}[v] dγ + S
∫
γ





In order to discretize eq. (3.2.1) using IP-DGM, let us introduce the following
approximation to the pressure using the basis functions:






where ζEi are the coefficients of the DGM approximation to the pressure field in








where aEi are arbitrary coefficients. Without loss of generality, let us set a
E
i = 1 for
























Note in the last term of the left-hand side of eq. (3.2.6) that there are only four
elements of Γh for which Jγ is non-zero; call these γT , γB , γL and γR (see Fig. 3.14).
Using the linearity of BE and Jγ with respect to the first argument and computing












i = 0, (3.2.7)


























Assuming that the solution is a plane wave, then
ζEi = Aie
i(k ·x i−ωt), (3.2.11)
where k is the wavenumber, x i contains the ith node coordinates and Ai are arbi-
















where Λ = h2ω2h/α
2, ωh is the angular frequency at which the wave travels in the
grid and K̃ij is the so-called dynamic stiffness matrix, given by




Note that no assumption has been made about the basis functions or grid
nodes for the eigenvalue problem in eq. (3.2.14). The basis functions can be any of
the ones described in section 2.3.3 or other. The number of eigenvalues will usually
exceed the number of physical modes, therefore there is a need to identify which
eigenvalues corresponds to the physical wave. This can be easily done by calculating
the velocities corresponding to each eigenvalue and comparing to the known P–wave
velocity. The grid-dispersion relations for the semidiscrete and finite difference cases
are as in FEM, see eqs. (3.1.28) and (3.1.29).
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3.2.1.2 Results
Let us consider the grid dispersion of the semidiscrete case using the method
described above. The penalty used is of the form R = σ(κ+ 1)(κ+ 2)/(2|γ|) (after
Ainsworth et al., 2006), where |γ| is the length of the face γ and σ > 0 is arbitrary
and independent of κ. The numerical experiments indicate that σ ≥ 5 to get accurate
results, therefore in the following the value σ = 5 will be used.
For first degree methods, all the versions of IP-DGM yield the same disper-
sion, the only difference is observed if exact integration or mass lumping is used.
Fig. 3.15a shows the grid dispersion curves using exact integration; this figure is
very similar to the grid dispersion of the first degree FEM (Fig. 3.15c), with the
difference that the dispersion is slightly smaller. Fig. 3.15b shows the grid dispersion
curves using mass lumping; this figure compares exactly with the grid dispersion of
the SEM (Fig. 3.15d). Note that Figs. 3.15c and d are the semidiscrete versions of
Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.1.
The convergence with respect to the element size is shown in Fig. 3.16. This
figure was created using the Gauss basis and θ = 45◦. Note that SIPG has the same
convergence rate as FEM and SEM (compare Fig. 3.16a with 3.4a and b). On the
other hand, NIPG and IIPG have slower convergence rates, different for even and
odd degree elements. Note that the error is O(hκ+1) for odd degree and O(hκ) for
even degree. The convergence rates of NIPG and IIPG are a remarkable result that
demands further research (Sun & Wheeler, 2005). The same convergence rates are
observed using the GLL basis, but slower convergence rates are observed using the
Legendre basis, as shown in Fig. 3.17; this figure shows that the order of convergence
of SIPG is O(h4), and for IIPG and NIPG is O(h2).
The convergence with respect to element degree is shown in Fig. 3.18. A
consistent feature in Figs. 3.18a–c is that the convergence is significantly slower using
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Legendre basis. The SIPG method reaches a maximum accuracy of approximately
11 significant digits at κ = 4, whereas NIPG and IIPG reach this accuracy for
κ = 5. The accuracy of the three methods is compared in Fig. 3.18d. Note the
faster convergence of SIPG, and that IIPG is slightly more accurate than NIPG.
For κ ≥ 5 the three versions are indistinguishable because machine accuracy is
reached.
The numerical anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion of the three
versions of IP-DGM and the three types of basis functions using κ = 2 is compared
in Fig. 3.19. Comparing the three methods, it is clear that SIPG introduced the least
anisotropy and NIPG the most anisotropy. Also, comparing the three types of basis
functions, using the Legendre basis the waves are delayed, whereas using the GLL
or Gauss basis the waves are hastened, except for SIPG in which case the waves are
delayed using the GLL basis and hastened using the Legendre basis. A consistent
feature in all the methods and all the basis is that the dispersion is minimum at
an oblique incidence angle. All the methods using any of the basis functions are
isotropic for κ ≥ 3, their anisotropy curves overlap the circle with radius one even
at a propagation of 500 wavelengths. The exception to this are the NIPG and IIPG
cases using Legendre basis and κ = 3 and 4 (see Fig. 3.20).
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First-degree Acoustic IP-DGM





















(a) Gauss or Legendre basis










































































Figure 3.15: Grid dispersion of the first degree acoustic IP-DGM. (a) Using either
the Gauss or Legendre basis; (b) using the GLL basis. For comparison purposes,
the corresponding figures are shown for (c) FEM and (d) SEM.
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Convergence with respect to δ – Nodal Basis






























































































Figure 3.16: Convergence with respect to the element size using GLL or Gauss basis.
SIPG using nodal basis exhibits the super-convergence observed in FEM and SEM.
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Convergence with respect to δ – Modal Basis

























































































Figure 3.17: Convergence with respect to the element size using Legendre basis.
The convergence of all methods is slower than that of using nodal basis.
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Convergence with respect to κ
















































































































Figure 3.18: Convergence with respect to the elements’ order. For comparison
purposes, the convergence of the three methods is shown in (c) using the Gauss
basis. The Legendre basis exhibit a slower convergence than the nodal basis.
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Figure 3.19: Numerical anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion using the three
versions of IP-DGM and three types of basis functions. Each figure considers κ = 2,
a propagation of 500 wavelengths, and δ = 0.2.
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Figure 3.20: Numerical anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion using the Leg-
endre basis functions. Each figure considers κ = 2, 3, 4, a propagation of 500 wave-
lengths, and δ = 0.2.
3.2.2 Elastic Case
3.2.2.1 The Eigenvalue Problem
This section extends the analysis to the elastic case. Introducing the as-
sumptions of Table 3.1 into the interior-penalty weak formulation of the elastic










BE(u , v) +
∑
γ∈Γh
J γ(u , v ;S,R) = 0,(3.2.16)
where









J γ(u , v ;S,R) = −
∫
γ









In order to discretize eq. (3.2.16) using IP-DGM, let us introduce the fol-
lowing approximation to the displacement vector using the basis functions:













where ξEi and η
E
i are the coefficients of the x and z components of displacement















where aEi and b
E
i are arbitrary coefficients. Without loss of generality, set a
E
i = 1


























Setting now aEi = 0 and b
E
i = 1 for E = E0 and i = j, b
E
i = 0 otherwise, and
























Note in the last term of the left-hand side of eqs. (3.2.21) and (3.2.22) that there
are only four elements of Γh for which J γ is non-zero, call these γT , γB , γL and γR
(see Fig. 3.14). Using the linearity of BE and J γ with respect to the first argument





























































































































L1,fij = J γf
(
(φÊfi , 0)




L2,fij = J γf
(
(0, φÊfi )




L3,fij = J γf
(
(φÊfi , 0)




L4,fij = J γf
(
(0, φÊfi )




Assuming that the displacement is a plane wave, then (no summation over i)
ζEi = Aie
i(k ·x i−ωt) and ηEi = Bie
i(k ·x i−ωt), (3.2.34)
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where k is the wavenumber, x i contains the ith node coordinates and Ai and Bi are











and similar expressions for ηEfi , f ∈ S. Substituting these in eqs. (3.2.23) and



















where Λ = h2ω2h/α
2, ωh is the angular frequency at which the wave travels in the








The number of eigenvalues will usually exceed the number of physical modes, there-
fore there is a need to identify which eigenvalues corresponds to the P- and S-waves.
We can easily do this by calculating the velocities corresponding to each eigenvalue
and comparing to the known P- and S-wave velocities. The grid-dispersion relations
are given as in the continuous case, eqs. (3.1.76) and (3.1.77) or eqs. (3.1.78) and
(3.1.79).
3.2.2.2 Results
The accuracy of IP-DGM is now discussed from four different perspectives.
First, the first-degree methods are considered and compared to the continuous case,
then the convergence of the methods with respect to the sampling ratio, and the
convergence with respect to the polynomial degree of the basis functions are con-
sidered, and finally the anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion is presented.
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The following results focus on the grid dispersion of the S-wave since it is always
larger than the dispersion of the P-wave and thus it is of more concern. The penalty
used is of the same form used in the acoustic case, R = σ(κ+ 1)(κ+ 2)/(2|γ|). The
numerical experiments indicate that σ ≥ 10 to get accurate results, therefore in the
following the value σ = 10 will be used.
The grid dispersion of the first-degree methods for r = 1.5 and r = 10 is
shown in Fig. 3.21. As noted in the acoustic case, all the formulations yield the
same grid dispersion; the only difference is whether the mass matrix is consistent or
lumped. The dispersion using a consistent mass matrix (Gauss or Legendre basis)
is very similar to that of FEM (compare Figs. 3.21c and e), and the dispersion using
mass lumping (GLL basis) is very similar to that of the SEM (compare Figs. 3.21d
and f). Also, the grid dispersion using a low value of r is very similar to that of the
acoustic case; in fact they become identical for r = 1 (compare Figs. 3.21a and b to
Figs. 3.15a and b).
The convergence with respect to the sampling ratio of IP-DGM of orders 1
to 4 using the Gauss basis functions, r = 10 and an incidence angle of θ = 45 is
shown in Fig. 3.22. As a visual aid, line segments are displayed in Fig. 3.22a to
indicate the slopes of the convergence curves of different degrees. It is clear that
the convergence rate of SIPG is O(h2κ); recall that this convergence rate was also
observed for SEM and for the acoustic SIPG using nodal basis functions. The same
convergence rates are achieved for the GLL basis functions, but that is not the case
for the NIPG and IIPG methods and for the Legendre basis functions, in which cases
slower convergence rates are observed, with no clear relation to κ (see Figs. 3.22b
and c, and Fig. 3.23).
The convergence of the methods with respect to the degree of the basis
functions is shown in Fig. 3.24. This figure uses the following parameters: δ = 0.1,
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θ = 45, and r = 10. A consistent feature in this figure is that the convergence rate is
slower when the Legendre basis functions are used. I conjecture that this is because
the condition number of the mass matrix increases rapidly when the degree of the
basis functions is increased (see Appendix 3). On the other hand, the GLL and Gauss
basis functions have faster and similar convergence rates. The three formulations
are compared using the Gauss basis in Fig. 3.24d. The SIPG method reaches a
maximum accuracy of approximately 10 significant digits at κ = 4, and after this
point no further improvement is observed. For the NIPG and IIPG methods the
maximum accuracy is achieved at approximately κ = 5.
The anisotropy introduced by the numerical schemes is displayed in Figs. 3.25
and 3.26. In Fig. 3.25 the three methods and three basis functions are compared us-
ing κ = 2, r = 10, δ = 0.2 and a propagation of 100 wavelengths. For this degree, the
GLL basis yield the largest dispersion and the Legendre basis the smallest. Also, a
consistent feature is that SIPG yields the smallest dispersion and NIPG the largest.
The largest dispersion error is observed at an oblique incidence angle, this is opposed
to the acoustic case where the largest dispersion was observed parallel to the grid
axes. The numerical anisotropy of the higher-degree methods is negligible, except
for the Legendre basis. The anisotropy introduced by the grid dispersion using the
Legendre basis is shown in Fig. 3.26 using κ = 2, . . . , 4. For visualization purposes,
a propagation of 200 wavelengths is used. Note that the dispersion for κ = 3, 4 is
quite small even with the high magnification factor. Comparing Figs. 3.13b and
3.25, the grid dispersion of the SEM for this degree is similar to that of using the
GLL basis, which is the case that produces the largest dispersion.
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First-degree Elastic IP-DGM

























(a) Gauss or Legendre, r = 1.5






















(b) GLL, r = 1.5























(c) Gauss or Legendre, r = 10























(d) GLL, r = 10























(e) FEM, r = 10























(f) SEM, r = 10
Figure 3.21: Grid dispersion of the first degree elastic IP-DGM. Using either the
Gauss or Legendre basis and (a) r = 1.5, (c) r = 10; Using the GLL basis and (b)
r = 1.5, (d) r = 10. For comparison purposes, the corresponding figures are shown
for r = 10 and (e) FEM, (f) SEM.
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Convergence with respect to δ – Nodal Basis
























































































Figure 3.22: Convergence of the elastic IP-DGM with respect to the sampling ratio
using the Gauss basis functions, r = 10 and θ = 45◦. Similar convergence rates are
achieved with the GLL basis functions.
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Convergence with respect to δ – Modal Basis





















































































Figure 3.23: Convergence of the elastic IP-DGM with respect to the sampling ratio
using the Legendre basis functions, r = 10 and θ = 45◦.
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Convergence with respect to κ
































































































Figure 3.24: Convergence of IP-DGM with respect to the degree of the polynomials
using r = 10, δ = 0.1, θ = 45◦ and (a) SIPG, (b) NIPG, (c) IIPG. For comparison
purposes, the three formulations are compared in (c) using the Gauss basis functions.
The convergence is slower in the three methods when the Legendre basis functions
are used. Using the GLL or Gauss basis functions the convergence is faster, flatting
down after an accuracy of approximately 10 significant digits is reached.
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Figure 3.25: Anisotropy curves of IP-DGM using κ = 2, r = 10, δ = 0.2, a propaga-
tion of 100 wavelengths and (a) the GLL basis, (b) the Gauss basis, (c) the Legendre
basis.
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Figure 3.26: Anisotropy curves of IP-DGM using the Legendre basis, κ = 2 . . . 4,




This section gives the stability conditions for the SEM and IP-DGM and for
the acoustic and elastic cases using the eigenvalues from the previous sections. It
first considers the leap-frog FDM for time stepping and then generalize the results
for the LWM. For concreteness, the specific stability bounds for degrees 1 to 10 and
an example on how to apply them in practice are given.
Let us consider the eigenvalues of (3.1.27). Using the definition of the eigen-







where q = α∆t/h is the stability parameter. Equivalently, the inequality (3.3.1) can
be written as q ≤ 2/
√
Λ′. Note that Λ′ is a function of the wavenumber through
eqs. (3.1.10) and (3.1.11), and that the above inequality must be satisfied for all the
eigenvalues and all the wavenumbers, thus the stability condition for the acoustic







where ν = κ2 is the number of eigenvalues and θ is the incidence angle. The
above stability condition is also applicable to IP-DGM, in which case the number of
eigenvalues would be ν = m and the matrices would be those of eq. (3.2.14). Upper
bounds for the stability parameter for degrees from 1 to 10 are given in Table 3.2
using the GLL basis functions. These bounds represent necessary but not sufficient
conditions for stability. The numerical experiments indicate that these bounds are
as much as 1% higher than the stability limit. The constants are independent of the
sampling ratio in the sense that changing it would produce changes in the 4th or 5th
significant digit. Note that the constants for SIPG are roughly 4 times smaller than
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those for SEM, and that IIPG and NIPG have constants slightly more restrictive
than those for SIPG. For completeness, the constants for SIPG using the Gauss
and Legendre basis functions are shown in the last two columns. Note that this are
slightly smaller than those for the GLL basis, coinciding in most cases and differing
in as much as 10% in others.








where Λ′j(θ) are the eigenvalues of the system (3.1.65) and (3.1.66) or (3.2.37) and




and K̃4m1m2l1l2 . Upper bounds for the stability parameter are
given in Table 3.3 using the GLL basis functions and r = 2. Note that the constants
for SIPG are roughly 6 times smaller than those for the SEM, and that IIPG and
NIPG have constants slightly more restrictive than those for the SIPG. The stability
conditions for a larger value of r are similar to those shown in Table 3.3. For example,
for r = 10 they are no more than 20% more restrictive.
The stability conditions given above are related to those for the LWM by
very simple relations. Recall from last chapter that the time-stepping scheme of the
LWM is based on the expression (ignoring the source term)






















where Λ′ are the same as above. The right-hand side is a polynomial in q of degree








)k ≤ 2. (3.3.6)
As in the finite-difference case, the inequality needs to be satisfied for all the eigen-
values and all incidence angles, therefore the stability condition is






for the acoustic case, and for the elastic case:






where CN is a constant that depends only on the order of the LWM, and its values
are given in Table 3.4. Note that the approximation order is 2N , and that N = 1
corresponds to the leap-frog FDM. Since the number of operations required are
approximately N times those of the leap-frog scheme, the constants for the higher-
order cases are not large enough to upset the extra cost (Cohen, 2002). In particular,
the 6th order method allow for a time step only 37% larger than the 2nd order, but
requires 3 times as many operations. The 4th order method is the one closest to
optimal and the most useful in practice.
The stability constant for a given method, degree and order is given by the
product of the corresponding constant in either Table 3.2 or 3.3, and the one from
Table 3.4. For example, for the 4th degree acoustic SEM using the leap-frog FDM,
the stability condition is given by q ≤ 0.104. If the P-wave velocity and size of the
elements are given by α = 1.5 Km/s and h = 0.04 Km, then the time step would
be bounded by ∆t ≤ 0.0027. If the 4th order LWM is used for the time stepping
instead, then ∆t ≤ 0.0027× 1.732 = 0.0048.
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Degree SEM SIPG IIPG NIPG Gauss Legendre
1 0.789 0.188 0.182 0.177 0.110 0.110
2 0.289 0.0758 0.0745 0.0733 0.0753 0.0751
3 0.182 0.0428 0.0413 0.0399 0.0335 0.0307
4 0.104 0.0268 0.0260 0.0252 0.0268 0.0253
5 0.0725 0.0188 0.0180 0.0174 0.0160 0.0145
6 0.0516 0.0136 0.0131 0.0127 0.0136 0.0127
7 0.0392 0.0105 0.0101 0.00971 0.0939 0.00850
8 0.0304 0.00828 0.00795 0.00765 0.00828 0.00765
9 0.0244 0.00674 0.00645 0.00619 0.00615 0.00556
10 0.0200 0.00555 0.00531 0.00511 0.00555 0.00510
Table 3.2: Upper bounds for the stability parameter in the acoustic case. The
constants for SIPG, IIPG and NIPG are computed using the GLL basis functions.
The last two columns correspond to SIPG using the Gauss and Legendre basis
functions.
Degree SEM SIPG IIPG NIPG
1 0.943 0.151 0.149 0.147
2 0.365 0.0612 0.0608 0.0604
3 0.210 0.0340 0.0335 0.0330
4 0.132 0.0214 0.0211 0.0208
5 0.0886 0.0148 0.0146 0.0144
6 0.0651 0.0108 0.0106 0.0105
7 0.0486 0.00832 0.00818 0.00804
8 0.0383 0.00655 0.00644 0.00634
9 0.0305 0.00531 0.00522 0.00513
10 0.0251 0.00438 0.00430 0.00423
Table 3.3: Upper bounds for the stability parameter in the elastic case using r =












This chapter describes the software developed to solve the wave propagation
problem and shows examples that demonstrate the accuracy of SEM and IP-DGM.
The first section describes the seismic wave propagation software. In the second
section, some benchmark problems for homogeneous elastic media are considered,
and in the third section, a realistic heterogeneous model from exploration geophysics
is considered.
4.1 Seismic Wave Propagation Software
The Seismic Wave Propagation software (SWP) is a computer code writ-
ten in C++ designed to simulate acoustic or elastic wave propagation in 2D. The
main characteristic of this software is that it encapsulates many methods for the
discretizations in space and time of the acoustic or elastic wave equation and, there-
fore, it is useful to compare the accuracy and performance of the methods. The
available methods for the spatial discretization with their corresponding available
methods for time stepping are shown in Table 4.1. IP-DGM includes all possible
combinations of the three methods, SIPG, NIPG and IIPG, and the three basis
functions, Legendre, Gauss and GLL. IP-DGM also has the option to include an
additional penalty term for the velocity (as in Theorem 2.3.2). The polynomial
degree of the basis functions used in SEM and IP-DGM can be between 1 and 10.
The source functions available are a vector and a moment tensor applied at
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a point, or a combination of them. These are the usual sources in seismic modeling.
The vector source represents a directional impulse, and the moment tensor is used
to simulate an explosion or a point dislocation. They are implemented as a 2D
Gaussian in space for well posedness. The time function of the source can be a
Gaussian of specific peak frequency or any of it’s derivatives. These are the usual
time functions used in seismology, the most common one being the Ricker wavelet
which is similar to the second derivative of the Gaussian.
There are three types of output from SWP: the snapshots, the seismograms
and the traces. Examples of which are found in the following sections of this chap-
ter. The snapshots represent the wavefield at a given time; these are saved as binary
files that represent a 2D image of the wave field at fixed time intervals. The im-
age resolution and the time intervals are configurable through the input file. The
snapshots can be visualized as static images or as movies in the time domain using
standard geophysical packages, like Seismic Unix (Stockwell, 1999). The seismo-
grams are time functions that record the wave field at a point. The number and
location of the points can be easily configured in the input file. Finally, the traces
are seismograms recorded at a set of aligned points and are usually displayed as 2D
images. The parameters required to configure the traces are the starting points, the
increments in the x and z directions and the total number of traces.
The physical domain is a rectangle and there are two ways to specify the
media parameters: using a binary or a text file that specifies the values at equispaced
points or defining homogeneous horizontal layers. The finite-element mesh can be
defined using an input file or, if an input file is not provided, the software generates
a rectangular mesh given the number of elements in the x and z directions.
Finally, the following are other technical characteristics of the software:
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• The stiffness matrices are implemented as sparse matrices to save computer
memory and time;
• There is an experimental multiphysics model for fluid-solid media in which
the acoustic wave equation is modeled in the fluid layer and the elastic wave
equation in the solid layer;
• The software uses Open MP to take advantage of multiprocessor systems when
available;
• The coding style is platform and compiler independent, it has been successfully
compiled using Microsoft, GNU, Sun and Intel compilers; and
• The software does not require any external libraries for compiling or running,
all the source code was implemented as an integral part of the project.
Method Version Time-stepping Methods
SEM
Acoustic FDM, RK-4, LWM-4
Elastic FDM, RK-4, LWM-4
Acoustic-Elastic FDM, RK-4
IP-DGM
Acoustic FDM, RK-4, LWM-4
Elastic FDM, RK-4, LWM-4
Acoustic-Elastic FDM, RK-4
SG-FDM Elastic FDM
Table 4.1: Methods available in SWP. SG-FDM is the 4th order staggered grid
FDM, RK-4 is the 4th order Runge-Kutta method and LWM-4 is the 4th order
LWM.
4.2 Lamb’s Problem
Lamb’s problem is a classical benchmark test in numerical seismology. The
original problem studied in Lamb (1904) consists of an elastic semispace with a free






Figure 4.1: Geometry of Lamb’s problem. The problem consists of an elastic semis-
pace with a free surface and a vector point source. The dashed lines represent the
artificial boundary for the numerical simulations.
for a more general problem in which the source is located anywhere in the elastic
semispace and it has an arbitrary direction (see Figure 4.1). The analytic solution
for this problem is obtained using Cagniard–De Hoop’s method; the details of the
solution and references are given in Chapter 6 of Aki & Richards (2002). Source
code to compute the analytic solution is available from SPICE. 1
This section gives the numerical results from two experiments performed
using an elastic, isotropic and homogeneous semispace. The first experiment shows
how the waves propagate in the subspace without interaction with the boundary.
The purpose of this experiment is to give a graphical intuition on the concepts
of dispersion and anisotropy discussed in Chapter 3 and to illustrate one of the
main conclusions, namely that, for a fixed sampling ratio, increasing the degree
diminishes the dispersion. The physical model is a homogeneous rectangle of 1 Km
by 1 Km with density, P- and S-wave velocities given by ρ = 4 g/cm3, α = 3.4 Km/s
and β = 1.7 Km/s; the source is located at the center and has a peak frequency
of 25 Hz. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the x and z components of displacement for
κ = 1, 2, 4, 8 using SEM. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are the ones corresponding to SIPG




κ ∆t Nt Nodes ∆t Nt Nodes
1 0.0025 80 6,561 0.0004 500 25,600
2 0.002 100 6,561 0.00025 800 14,400
4 0.0016 125 6,561 0.00025 800 10,000
8 0.0008 250 6,561 0.00016 1,250 8,100
Table 4.2: Number of nodes and time steps required for SEM and IP-DGM for the
experiments in Figures 4.2–4.5.
with GLL basis. All the snapshots are taken at t = 0.2 s, the sampling ratio is
5.44 nodes per wavelength and the leap-frog scheme was used for time-stepping.
A consistent feature in all the figures is that there is a large amount of dispersion
and anisotropy for κ = 1. Note that, for a constant sampling ratio, increasing
the order of the elements improves the isotropy and reduces the dispersion. The
simulation parameters used in this experiment are shown in Table 4.2. The size of
the time steps, ∆t, in the table are approximately 80% of the stability limit given
in Chapter 3. Allthough the higher-degree methods require a smaller time step,
the lower-degree methods require a higher sampling ratio. This tradeoff makes the
higher-degree methods a better choice in terms of accuracy and performance. Note
that the number of nodes is constant in SEM but not in IP-DGM because the nodes
are duplicated at the elements faces, and that the time steps for IP-DGM are much
smaller than those for SEM.
The second experiment shows the interaction of the elastic waves with the
free surface. This experiment is suitable to evaluate the accuracy of the different
methods for the discretizations in space and in time because the results can be
compared with the analytic solution. The density, P- and S-wave velocities of the
media are given by ρ = 2.5 g/cm3, α = 3 Km/s and β = 1.73 Km/s respectively,
the source is a vertical point force at (0 m, 50 m), and there are two receivers at
(1000 m, 0 m) and (707.1 m, 707.1 m). The source function is the first derivative of
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a Gaussian with peak frequency of 17.3 Hz. The first part of this experiment is to
compare the accuracy of SEM and IP-DGM of different degrees. In order to do that,
the simulations use the 4th order LWM for time-stepping and ∆t = 0.0005 s in all
the cases. The synthetic seismograms obtained using SEM and SIPG (using the GLL
basis) are shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.9. For visualization purposes, the sampling ratio
is fixed at 5 nodes per wavelength for the peak frequency; increasing the sampling
ratio yields an exact match between the numerical and analytic solutions. Note that
even using this low sampling ratio the numerical results are remarkably close to the
analytic solution. A consistent feature in all the figures is that the amplitude of the
dispersion is inversely proportional to the degree of the methods, as expected from
the analysis in Chapter 3. The 8th degree methods, because of their low dispersion,
capture all the features of the waveform. In particular, for the 2nd receiver, the 8th
degree solutions practically overlap the exact solution. For comparison purposes,
Figure 4.10 shows the 6th and 8th degree synthetic seismograms using SEM and
SIPG. The differences between the results from the two methods are negligible.
The second part of this experiment is to compare the three formulations
and three basis functions of IP-DGM. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the seismograms
using the 4th degree SIPG and the three types of basis functions. The seismograms
from receiver 1 show that the dispersion introduced by the Legendre and Gauss
basis arrives before the main S-wave, whereas the dispersion introduced by the GLL
basis arrives after the main S-wave. In receiver 1, the amplitude of the dispersion
introduced by the GLL basis is smaller than that of the other basis, but in receiver
2 the dispersion is not significatively different in any of the three cases. Also a
comparison of the three formulations of the IP-DGM, using the GLL basis, reveals
that they are not significatively different, as shown in Figure 4.13.
Finally, the accuracy of three time-stepping methods is compared, namely,
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2nd order FDM, 4th order LWM and 4th order RK. Figure 4.14 shows the seismo-
grams from receiver 1 using 4th degree SEM and different time-stepping methods.
The size of the time steps used are ∆t = 0.003 s for FDM, ∆t = 0.005 s for LWM
and ∆t = 0.0045 s for RK. The LWM yields a smaller dispersion and allows for a
larger time step, whereas RK yields a larger dispersion an phase shift and requires
a time step slightly smaller than that of LWM.
4.3 The SEG/EAGE Salt-Dome Model
This section considers a more realistic example using the SEG/EAGE salt-
dome model. Figure 4.15 shows the density, P- and S-wave velocities of this model.
The upper layer is a liquid medium representing the sea and at the center there is
a salt dome with a large velocity contrast. The physical domain is 12 Km by 4 Km
and it has been discretized using a mesh of 600 by 200 elements. The receivers are
located at the sea floor depicting an OBC2 geometry in order to be able to record
the x and z components of displacement.
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 shows the x and z components of displacement for
the synthetic traces obtained using the 4th degree SEM and the 4th order LWM.
Different phases in the seismograms are clearly visible in the figures.
2Ocean Bottom Cable: a common data acquisition configuration in exploration geophysics.
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(d) κ = 8
Figure 4.2: Snapshots of the x component of displacement at t = 0.2 using SEM
and κ = 1, 2, 4, 8.
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(d) κ = 8
Figure 4.3: Snapshots of the z component of displacement at t = 0.2 using SEM
and κ = 1, 2, 4, 8.
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(d) κ = 8
Figure 4.4: Snapshots of the x component of displacement at t = 0.2 using IP-DGM
and κ = 1, 2, 4, 8.
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(d) κ = 8
Figure 4.5: Snapshots of the z component of displacement at t = 0.2 using IP-DGM
and κ = 1, 2, 4, 8.
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SEM Synthetic Seismograms – Receiver 1
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.6: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 1 for Lamb’s problem
obtained using SEM of different degrees.
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SEM Synthetic Seismograms – Receiver 2
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.7: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 2 for Lamb’s problem
obtained using SEM of different degrees.
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IP-DGM Synthetic Seismograms – Receiver 1
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.8: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 1 for Lamb’s problem
obtained using SIPG and the GLL basis of different degrees.
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IP-DGM Synthetic Seismograms – Receiver 2
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.9: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 2 for Lamb’s problem
obtained using SIPG and the GLL basis of different degrees.
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SEM and IP-DGM Synthetic Seismograms – Receiver 1
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.10: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 1 for Lamb’s prob-
lem obtained using SEM and IP-DGM.
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IP-DGM Synthetic Seismograms – Receiver 1
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.11: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 1 for Lamb’s prob-
lem obtained using the 4th degree SIPG and the three types of basis functions.
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IP-DGM Synthetic Seismograms – Receiver 2
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.12: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 2 for Lamb’s prob-
lem obtained using the 4th degree SIPG and the three types of basis functions.
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IP-DGM Synthetic Seismograms – Comparison of the Formulations
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.13: Comparison of synthetic seismograms from receiver 1 for Lamb’s prob-
lem obtained using the different formulations of IP-DGM.
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Synthetic Seismograms – Comparison of Time-Stepping Methods
(a) x
(b) z
Figure 4.14: Synthetic seismograms from receiver 1 obtained using 4th degree SEM
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Figure 4.15: SEG/EAGE salt-dome model. The upper layer is an acoustic medium,
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Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
The SEM and IP-DGM were formulated and implemented for the numerical
simulation of propagation of acoustic and elastic waves. The accuracy and stability
of these methods were analyzed using a general formulation that allows for high-
order basis functions and overcomes the difficulties due to irregular node spacing.
The approach includes previous results of FEM for quadrilateral tensor-product el-
ements and standard grid FDM as special cases. Furthermore, this approach can
be used to analyze the grid dispersion in the semidiscrete case or the dispersion
including the effects of the time stepping. However, the limitation of the grid dis-
persion analysis is that it assumes regular quadrilateral elements and it does not
take into account the boundary conditions. Other restrictions of the analysis are
that analytic solutions for arbitrary-order elements are not provided and that it
was limited to the 2D case for tensor-product rectangular elements. Finally, the
grid-dispersion results presented here are the minimum dispersion for each of the
methods. In practical applications more dispersion may arise from boundary condi-
tions, irregular elements or heterogeneities in the medium. The following remarks
summarize the overall analysis:
• First-degree elastic FEM-CM and SEM introduce anisotropic errors and are
very sensitive to Poisson’s ratio.
• SEM, using the GLL nodes and quadrature rules, is an efficient way to lump
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the mass matrix; it has the same accuracy or better than FEM-CM. FEM-ML
introduces large and anisotropic errors for κ ≥ 3; For κ = 1, 2 it is equivalent
to SEM.
• SEM of order 4 or greater is an accurate and efficient method for propagating
acoustic and elastic waves. Because of its low dispersion, the sampling ratio
can be reduced to 4–5 nodes per wave length with a negligible loss of accuracy.
• A comparison of the high-order SEM with the staggered-grid FDM reveals
that they are both suitable for models with liquid-solid interfaces. SEM has
the advantages that it requires a lower sampling ratio, has a smaller dispersion
and is isotropic.
• Among the different versions of IP-DGM, SIPG has attractive advantages
over the other formulations. Namely, it allows for lower polynomial degree
and sampling ratio to be used to get high accuracy. The results indicate that
high accuracy and isotropy can be obtained using SIPG of degree 4 or greater
with nodal basis functions and 4–5 grid-points per wave length.
• A comparison of the effect that different basis functions have on the accuracy
of IP-DGM reveals that nodal basis functions using the GLL or Gauss nodes
yield faster convergence rates than modal basis functions using the Legendre
polynomials.
• The accuracy of IP-DGM and SEM were also compared. The SIPG method
with nodal basis functions performs with practically the same accuracy as
SEM. It should be noted that IP-DGM has the further advantage over SEM
that it can handle non-conforming finite-element meshes (e.g. Sun & Wheeler,
2005; Käser & Dumbser, 2006).
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• The time step required by the high-degree methods is slightly smaller that
that of the lower-degree methods, taking into account that the high-degree
methods require a smaller sampling ratio.
• IP-DGM require a time step approximately 4 times smaller than that of SEM
in the acoustic case, and 6 times smaller in the elastic case. This, in addition
to the fact that it requires more degrees of freedom for a given sampling ratio,
makes IP-DGM much more expensive than SEM.
The above conclusions underline the potential of the FEM for seismic wave
propagation, in particular SEM and SIPG of degree 4 or greater. These methods
have negligible numerical dispersion and anisotropy, which makes them suitable for
simulations of long propagation times.
5.2 Future Work
The analysis developed in this dissertation has provided answers to impor-
tant questions in numerical wave propagation, however there are many open ques-
tions that deserve attention. Examples of the logical continuation of the analysis
are the following:
• Extend the analysis to triangular elements in 2D and to cubic elements in 3D.
• Investigate the dispersion of other methods, for example, the flux formulation
DGM and the Mixed FEM.
• Investigate further the generalized eigenvalue problem to understand the be-
havior of the spurious modes.
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Furthermore, the development of the methods is an ongoing research effort.
Some immediate goals include the implementation of the following features in the
wave propagation code:
• Absorbing boundary conditions,
• Parallelization using MPI, and







Symbol Description Where it is defined
σij Stress tensor eq. (2.1.2)
Cijkl Elastic tensor eq. (2.1.2)
εij Strain tensor eq. (2.1.2)
ui Displacement vector field eq. (2.1.1)
p Pressure field eq. (2.1.5)
Ω Physical domain of the wave equation eq. (2.1.1)
∂Ω Boundary of Ω eq. (2.1.7)
Ωh Finite element partition of Ω sec. 2.3
Γh Set of faces between elements of Ωh sec. 2.3
ΓD, ΓN Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries of Ω eq. (2.1.7)
κ Polynomial degree of the basis functions sec. 2.2.3
m Number of nodes in the elements sec. 2.3.3
λ, µ Lamé parameters eq. (2.1.4)
α P-wave velocity eqs. (3.1.3) and (3.1.39)
β S-wave velocity eq. (3.1.39)
r P- to S-wave velocity ratio eq. (3.1.39)
ωh Angular frequency in the grid eq. (3.1.5)
q Stability parameter eq. (3.3.1)
δ Sampling ratio eq. (3.1.28)
L Wavelength eq. (3.1.28)
θ Incidence angle eq. (3.3.2)
S DGM parameter eq. (2.3.6)
R DGM penalty eq. (2.3.6)
XC , XC Exact-solution spaces, continuous case sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2
XD, XD Exact-solution spaces, discontinuous case sec. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
XCh , X
C
h FEM spaces sec. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2
XDh , X
D
h DGM spaces sec. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2
Table A1.1: Description of the symbols used.
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Appendix 2
Grid Dispersion of the Finite Difference Methods
2.1 Acoustic Scheme
This scheme was described and analyzed in Alford et al. (1974); their results
are revisit here for completeness. Substituting the derivatives in eq. (2.1.7) for
second order finite difference operators yields
Pl+1,m,n − 2Pl,m,n + Pl−1,m,n = (A2.1.1)
α2∆t2
h2
(Pl,m+1,n + Pl,m−1,n − 4Pl,m,n + Pl,m,n+1 + Pl,m,n−1) ,
where Pl,m,n ≈ p(tl, xm, zn), h = ∆x = ∆z is the grid spacing and ∆t is the time
step size. Using the plane wave assumption, then Pl,m,n = AEl,m,n, where
El,m,n = exp {i (kxmh+ kznh− ωl∆t)} , (A2.1.2)
A is an arbitrary constant, ω is the angular frequency and (kx, kz)T is the wavenum-







































2 ≤ 1 . (A2.1.4)
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Introducing the stability parameter, the stability condition can be written



















Recall that ωh = 2παh/L, where L is the wavelength and αh is the velocity at which
the wave travels in the grid. Defining the sampling ratio s = h/L, the dispersion














Following Kelly et al. (1976), substituting second order differential operators
in eq. (2.1.8) yields




















Uxl,m,n+1 − 2Uxl,m,n + Uxl,m,n−1
)




















U zl,m+1,n − 2U zl,m,n + U zl,m−1,n
)
where Uxl,m,n ≈ ux(tl, xm, zn) and U zl,m,n ≈ uz(tl, xm, zn).
Substituting a plane wave solution, Uxl,m,n = A1El,m,n and U
z
l,m,n = A2El,m,n,



















































sin (kxh) sin (kzh) . (A2.2.7)















































































The same stability condition is obtained using Λ2. This result was first obtained in
Alterman & Lowenthal (1970) using a different approach.






























Similar expressions were given in Cohen (2002). Note that both dispersion relations
are functions of the P- and S-wave velocities.
2.3 Staggered Grid Scheme
There are several formulations for this scheme, the most common being
the velocity-stress formulation (Virieux, 1984, 1986; Levander, 1988; Graves, 1996;
Minkoff, 2002) in which the time derivative of the equation of Hooke’s law is taken
together with the equation of motion and solved for particle velocity and stress. It
can be shown that the stability and grid dispersion results shown in this appendix
hold without modifications for the velocity-stress, the stress-displacement or the
displacement-velocity-stress formulations (Moczo et al., 2000a). For simplicity, the
stress-displacement formulation will be used, which is given by
ρ∂ttu = ∇ · σ (A2.3.1)
σ = λI∇ · u + µ(∇u +∇uT ) , (A2.3.2)
where σ is the stress tensor. For this methods, separate grids for the displacement
and stress are defined, where one grid is staggered with respect to the other. In the
2D case, the approximations are given by
Uxl,m+1/2,n ≈ ux(tl, xm+1/2, zn), (A2.3.3)
U zl,m,n+1/2 ≈ uz(tl, xm, zn+1/2) (A2.3.4)
T xxl,m,n ≈ σxx(tl, xm, zn), (A2.3.5)
T zzl,m,n ≈ σzz(tl, xm, zn), (A2.3.6)
T xzl,m+1/2,n+1/2 ≈ σxz(tl, xm+1/2, zn+1/2) . (A2.3.7)
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T xxl,m+1,n − T xxl,m,n













T xzl,m+1/2,n+1/2 − T
xz
l,m−1/2,n+1/2
















































Using the plane-wave assumption, eq. (A2.1.2), then
Uxl,m,n = A1El,m,n, U
z
l,m,n = A2El,m,n, (A2.3.13)
T xxl,m,n = B1El,m,n, T
zz
l,m,n = B2El,m,n, T
xz
l,m,n = B3El,m,n . (A2.3.14)
















































































































































2 ≤ 1 and β∆t
h
√
2 ≤ 1 . (A2.3.25)
The first one is more restrictive, thus the stability condition is q
√
2 ≤ 1. The grid




































where r = α/β. A similar analysis can be performed using 4th order differential











































































sin2 (πs cos θ) +
9
8
sin2 (πs sin θ)
− 1
24
sin2 (3πs cos θ)− 1
24
sin2 (3πs sin θ)
}1/2]
. (A2.3.29)
The stability condition for the 2D case with second order differential opera-
tors was first given in Virieux (1986), and for the fourth order differential operators
was given in Graves (1996) and Moczo et al. (2000a). The grid dispersion relations
where derived in Moczo et al. (2000a) for the second and fourth order schemes. The
3D case is also analyzed in Moczo et al. (2000b). Note that the stability conditions
for the P- and S-waves, eq. (A2.3.25), depend on the P- and S-wave velocities alone
and that the grid dispersion relations (A2.3.26) and (A2.3.27) depend on the ratio
of P- to S-wave velocity.
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Appendix 3
Condition Number of the Mass Matrix in the
Discontinuous Galerkin Method
In this appendix, the condition numbers of the mass matrix for the IP-DGM
will discussed. The results using the three types of proposed basis functions and
up to a polynomial degree of 10 assuming a constant density are summarized in
Table A3.1. Note that the table shows the condition numbers for the mass matrix
in 1D; the condition numbers in 2D and 3D will be the square and cube respectively
for each method and degree.







and that the condition number using the 2-norm is given by the ratio of the largest
eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue (Watkins, 2002), which are trivially computed
for a diagonal matrix. Also note that the condition number is independent of the size
of the element, therefore an element of unit length will be considered for succinctness.
Let us first consider the Legendre basis. The diagonal entries of the mass






2 = 2(i− 1) + 1, i = 1, . . . , κ+ 1. (A3.0.2)
Therefore the largest eigenvalue is equal to 2κ + 1, the smallest is equal to 1 and
the condition number is given by cond(Mii) = 2κ+ 1.
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Degree Legendre GLL Gauss
1 3 1 1
2 5 4 1.6
3 7 5 1.87
4 9 7.11 2.40
5 11 8.32 2.73
6 13 10.24 3.23
7 15 11.55 3.58
8 17 13.37 4.06
9 19 14.74 4.43
10 21 16.51 4.90
Table A3.1: Condition number of the mass matrix in 1D assuming a constant density
inside the elements. The condition numbers in 2D and 3D are given by the square
or cube of these values.
Considering now the GLL or Gauss basis, the diagonal entries of the mass





2 = wi, i = 1, . . . , κ+ 1. (A3.0.3)
where n is the quadrature order, and xk and wk are the quadrature nodes and
weights. Recall that the basis functions are defined using the Lagrange polynomials
and the quadrature nodes, and that for the GLL basis the nodes and weights are
those of the GLL quadrature rules, whereas for the Gauss basis those of the Gauss
quadrature rules. The condition number of the mass matrix for the nodal basis is
therefore given by cond(Mii) = maxk(wk)/mink(wk).
It should be noted that the condition number does not create any problems
in the implementation of these basis functions because the inversion of a diagonal
matrix is a stable procedure. The only concern is the accuracy.
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